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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

 

Traditionally, the mechanical properties of paper, and the strength of the fibre network, 

have been thought to arise from interfibre bonding – the strength of individual bonds 

and all the bonds within the network – and from the (axial) strength of individual 

papermaking fibres (Robinson 1980, Stratton 1991). More recently, the behaviour of 

fibres in the paper network during the papermaking process has been added to this 

relationship (Niskanen 1993, Kettunen 2000, Tanaka et al. 2001a-b, Hiltunen 2003).  

 

The area of bonds and the strength of the bonds are important factors influencing the 

mechanical properties of most paper grades (Retulainen 1997). Bonding affects the 

structure of paper – both the development of structure and the final structure of the 

paper web. Furthermore, it is known that fibre segment activation plays a significant 

role for the development of paper strength, although the particulars of this relationship 

are not known (Kumous Final Report 2001). In fact, fibre segment activation still 

remains to be fully understood as a phenomenon: How do different papermaking 

processes affect it? What fibre properties can influence it? What is the relationship 

between interfibre bonding and activation? These are only some of the questions that 

remain to be answered. 

 

Fibre segment activation is not a new idea. It was first put forward by Giertz (1964), 

and the idea that there is an increase in the load-bearing capacity of fibres in the 

network and that something happens to the unbonded lengths of fibres during 

processing is mentioned in several sources (van den Akker et al. 1966, Page 1969, 

Lobben 1975 and 1976, Giertz and Rødland 1979, Niskanen 1993, Retulainen 1997, 

Wahlström 1999, Hiltunen 2003, Wathén 2006). In an extensive research project a 

couple of years ago (KUMOUS), several new terms were introduced, among others, the 

concept of metafibres, and activation was brought into focus again. The KUMOUS 

project also examined the possibilities of enhancing bonding between cellulosic 

materials with various chemical approaches such as fibre surface modification and using 
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polyelectrolytes and different complex polymer structures as dry strength additives. The 

ideas on bonding and activation put forward in the KUMOUS project served as a 

starting point for this thesis work.  

 

The cost of mechanical pulp is considerably lower than the cost of chemical pulp, and 

the cost of conventional fillers usually even lower than that. Therefore, it is clear that 

the use of chemical pulp must be minimised – for a given paper grade, the optimum 

strength properties should be obtained with minimal addition of reinforcement pulp. 

The behaviour of chemical pulp is determined by its fibre properties: fibre length, fibre 

strength, coarseness and bonding ability are the most important properties from the 

viewpoint of strength improvement (Seth and Kingsland 1990, Levlin 1991, Retulainen 

1992). Although chemical pulp fibres enhance the mechanical properties of paper, other 

end-use properties are not necessarily improved. Consequently, mechanical pulp and 

fillers are necessary for improving printability, not only for cutting costs.  

 

Because of these delicate relationships, it is crucial to understand the interactions 

between different pulp fibres and the role of different factors that may have an influence 

on paper properties. Reinforcement fibres in a fibre network affect a number of things, 

most importantly interfibre bonding and fibre segment activation, and so do mechanical 

pulp fibres but in a different way. Fines, filler particles and strength additives each have 

their own effect, as do different papermaking processes such as refining, wet pressing or 

drying. All of these factors should be taken into account.  

 

The strength properties of paper reveal information on interfibre bonding and fibre 

segment activation, and also on papermaking fibre properties, although it is impossible 

to establish straightforward relationships and correlations. Since the properties of fibres 

are altered once they become interwoven into a fibre network, only the properties of the 

so-called metafibres
1
, effective fibres, can be evaluated with the help of paper strength 

                                                 
1
 Metafibre = the reflection of real fibres. It is a ‘building block’ of the physical description of the 

mechanical properties of a fibre network. The properties of metafibres are not directly measurable from 

paper, although they are necessary when examining the relationship between measurable paper properties 

such as tensile index, fracture resistance or Scott bond, and the measurable pulp fibre properties like fibre 

length or width. For example, the elastic modulus of paper is linearly proportional to the axial elastic 

modulus of the metafibre (Kumous Final Report 2001). 
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properties, reflecting bonding capacity and fibre activation in paper (Kumous Final 

Report 2001). The characterisation of important properties of fibres is based on their 

functional characteristics and performance in a fibre network. After gaining a proper 

understanding of these phenomena and relationships it may become possible to reduce 

raw material costs significantly and at the same time produce end products with even 

better quality.    

 

1.2 Objectives 

 

This thesis work examines interfibre bonding and fibre segment activation both as basic 

phenomena in the structure and behaviour of paper, and as crucial factors for the 

development of the mechanical properties of paper webs. The aim was to establish a 

connection between interfibre bonding and fibre segment activation on the one hand, 

and certain strength properties on the other, and to develop testing procedures for 

examining bonding and activation in a simple but comprehensive way.  

 

A simplified chart of factors affecting paper properties, as portrayed in Figure 1, was 

used as a starting point for the work in this thesis. The goal was to look at the two 

distinct properties, bonding and activation, through variations caused by different 

papermaking processes such as beating, wet pressing and drying, and through varying 

raw material properties (chemical and mechanical pulp fibres, mixtures of different pulp 

types, mechanical pulp fines, and strength additives). Attention was paid especially to 

the role of fines, internal and external fibrillation (through beating), and drying. 

Bonding and activation were examined by testing the mechanical properties of final, 

dried paper made in laboratory conditions. Drying and drying stress were used in most 

of the experiments as a convenient way of separating the effect of bonding and 

activation on paper properties. 
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Figure 1. The factors affecting paper properties. (Factors marked in lighter text colour are 
equally important as the darker ones, but not studied or used as variables in this thesis work.)  

 

The main objective was to examine interfibre bonding and fibre segment activation as 

basic phenomena: how different papermaking processes affect bonding and activation, 

and in turn, how bonding and activation relate to the end-use properties of paper, 

especially to different mechanical properties. Fibre-to-fibre bonding is obviously very 

well known and the variables that affect bonding – from raw materials to drying 

procedures – have been widely studied over the years. Activation, however, has not 

been examined very extensively, so the objective of the experiments carried out in this 

thesis work was to investigate activation in a comprehensive way. By linking activation 

with a better known phenomenon, bonding, any findings can be verified in a 

scientifically reliable manner.  

 

Furthermore, the aim was to use common, widely used paper strength tests and 

analyses, and to study how well these can be used in examining bonding and activation. 

The purpose was to establish testing procedures that would be comprehensive enough to 

yield feasible information on the phenomena, but at the same time keep the testing so 

simple that it could be performed without laborious or difficult analyses, using 

equipment available to most paper mills and research facilities.  

 

Another objective was also to examine the relationship between bonding and activation 

and paper structure by examining currently available information on the relationships 

between bond structure, paper strength and processing such as refining/beating, as well 
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as the relationships between raw material variables, drying and activation (drying 

stress/load-bearing ability development). 

 

1.3 Structure of the thesis 

 

Chapter 2 contains a short survey of what is known about interfibre bonding and 

activation. It also examines the different factors, i.e. process and raw material variables 

that affect these two phenomena. Chapter 3 describes the raw materials, their treatments 

and the experimental methods used in this study. The experimental setup of each 

publication is also briefly explained. The drying experiments and background for drying 

under bi-axial tension are described in detail, together with the calculation of actual 

drying stresses achieved with the experiments. The different paper strength properties 

and strength analyses are briefly described  to explain why these properties/tests were 

chosen for examining bonding and activation. 

 

The results of this work are presented in Chapter 4, starting from an overall examination 

of bonding and activation with the help of simple drying methods (4.1), and progressing 

to analyse the different variables chosen to clarify bonding and activation in paper: 

beating of chemical pulp and drying (4.2), polyelectrolyte adsorption and drying (4.3), 

wet pressing and drying (4.4), TMP fines (4.5) and sheet moisture content at straining 

(4.6). In Chapter 5, the results are discussed. First, the applicability of the different tests 

for examining bonding and activation is analysed, and later both bonding and activation 

and the factors affecting them are discussed in detail. The detailed objectives, discussion 

and conclusions are presented in publications I-V. 

 

The objectives and results of each publication can be summarised as follows: 

 

I “Interfibre bonding and fibre segment activation in paper – an investigation of the 

phenomena” 

Bonding and activation were studied in laboratory sheets with common paper 

strength tests, using different drying methods. Different pulps, pulp treatments 

and furnish compositions were used to establish which are the ones that affect 
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bonding and activation the most. It was found out that bonding and activation in 

paper can be well described with different strength properties and their 

combinations. Straining of test sheets before or during drying has a clear effect on 

both in-plane and z-directional strength properties. Bonding is strongly affected 

by variables such as beating, furnish components and strength additives, while 

activation is affected by pulp properties to some extent, but the role of drying 

strategy is significant. Furthermore, the results suggested that TMP fines seem to 

have some sort of role in activation, not only in bonding. 

 

II “The effect of drying stress and polymer complexes on the strength properties of 

paper” 

The aim of this study was to examine the combined effect of drying stress and the 

adsorption of different polymer complexes on the strength properties of laboratory 

sheets made from mixtures of bleached kraft pulp and bleached TMP pulp. 

Polyelectrolytes were found to increase the tensile strength of test sheets 

somewhat, especially in complex forms. They also increased the z-directional and 

in-plane bond strength significantly. Furthermore, it was discovered that certain 

polyelectrolytes seem to have the ability to change the relationship between 

bonding and activation, and may affect the behaviour of paper during drying. 

 

III “Observations on interfibre bonding and fibre segment activation based on the 

strength properties of laboratory sheets” 

The objective of this study was to gain a better understanding of bonding and 

activation in paper and to clarify the relationships between these two phenomena 

and the strength properties of paper. Especially the effect of sheet moisture 

content at straining was examined. The results indicated that the essential 

phenomena for bond formation seem to take place at a solids content somewhere 

under 50 %, independent of the furnish composition. Furthermore, factors such as 

internal and external fibrillation, fines, fibre swelling, increased flexibility and 

strength-increasing polymers were found to contribute strongly to the initial 

bonding potential of fibres. In addition, the improvement in bonding, brought 

about by variables affecting directly the structure and strength of bonds, seemed 
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to be extensively affected by drying stress. Fibre segment activation was also 

affected by fibre properties, but the drying strategy was found to play a significant 

role for its development.  

 

IV “The role of TMP fines in interfibre bonding and fibre segment activation” 

The effect of TMP fines on both interfibre bonding and fibre segment activation 

was examined to find out whether fines really affect activation and to study the 

mechanism in which they contribute to improving it. An increase in fines content 

was found to affect tensile strength more than drying stress, and the effect of fines 

on tensile stiffness, or activation, was considerable. Fines were also found to have 

a favourable effect on the bonding properties of paper, although the Scott bond 

strength values of test sheets did not reach the values of sheets made from 

unfractionated TMP. An explanation of the mechanism in which fines influence 

activation was put forward. 

 

V “The effect of wet pressing on bonding and activation in laboratory sheets” 

Different wet pressing pressures were used to investigate how wet pressing affects 

bonding and activation. Different furnish compositions were used to find out 

differences between chemical and mechanical pulps. In general, an increase in wet 

pressing pressure affected bonding favourably. The effect on activation was found 

to be strongly dependent on the type of pulp. According to this study, the 

activation can be affected by wet pressing but only to a certain extent, and, as it 

seems, mostly in sheets made of kraft pulp fibres. 
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2 BONDING AND ACTIVATION IN PAPER 

2.1 Interfibre bonding 

 

Interfibre bonding is essential for sheet strength, which, according to Stratton (1991), is 

a function of two factors: the strength of an individual fibre and the strength of the 

interfibre bonds. An interfibre bond can be defined as the zone where two fibres are so 

close to each other that chemical bonding, van der Waals’ interaction or molecular 

entanglement can occur (Retulainen et al. 1998). Bonds hold fibres together and 

therefore contribute to the internal cohesion of paper. In addition to mechanical 

properties, fibre bonds affect the optical properties, electrical properties and 

dimensional properties of paper (Retulainen 1997).  

 

Retulainen (1997) listed theories on adhesion of polymeric materials. Fibre surfaces are 

chemically and geometrically complex structures and fibres most likely have a wide 

range of molecular bonding mechanisms: adhesion and fibre bonding cannot be 

explained by a single theory or principle, it must rather be conceived as a function of 

factors introduced in the different adhesion theories. Cellulose fibres may display a 

range of bonding mechanisms, from non-polar adsorption to strong hydrogen bonds, 

since the surface and bulk properties of fibres are not compatible (surface tension of 

cellulose is lower than expected because fibres contain ‘buried’ polar groups in addition 

to those on the surface) (Retulainen 1997, Retulainen et al. 1998). Lepoutre (1986) 

concludes that adsorption theory and weak boundary layer (WBL) theory best 

correspond to actual phenomena in fibre bonding when explaining bond formation and 

bond failure.  

 

The WBL theory was developed to explain differences in joint strength between 

polymers and metal under different conditions. The theory suggests that weak joints are 

weak because of a weak boundary layer in the polymer, near the interface. By 

reinforcing this layer, for example by cross-linking, the joint can be made considerably 

stronger (Lepoutre 1986). At fibre level, the boundary layer at the fibre crossing is 

potentially weak and therefore interfibre bonds, strong in dry paper, are not able to resist 
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swelling stresses caused by water. The joint strength can be raised through formation of 

a cross-linked reinforcement network, by using for example wet strength resins. At 

paper level, the WBL theory can shed some light on adhesion problems such as 

newspaper linting, and on problems in adhesive bonding (failure and debonding during 

the setting period in lamination of paper or board) and coating (at very low binder 

contents, failure can occur near the coating-paper interface as complete delamination). 

 

Traditionally, it has been thought that interfibre bonds are mostly formed by hydrogen 

bonds. In the KUMOUS project (Kumous Final Report 2001), it was found that the 

exact chemical structure of fibre surfaces does not play an important role in bonding. 

Instead, a significant factor seems to be the thickness of the mobile hydrated phase on 

the fibre surfaces (created by beating and fibre surface treatment, for example 

adsorption of polyelectrolytes or their complexes), which allows interaction between 

fibres even across relatively wide distances. In addition to hydrogen bonds, Van der 

Waals’ forces have an important role in fibre bonding; cohesion of the wet web is based 

on Van der Waals’ forces (Retulainen 1997, Retulainen et al. 1998). Covalent and ionic 

bonds can also form between fibres if polymeric mediators (for example, formaldehyde 

cross-linking) are used.  

 

Formation of interfibre bonds begins as the solids content increases during the 

papermaking process. At first, bonding occurs through surface tension forces pulling 

fibres together (for example colloidal interaction, mechanical interlocking) when water 

is removed. This mechanism of fibre bonding was first explained in detail by Campbell 

(1959), and is therefore known as the Campbell effect. Formation of bonds is helped by 

external fibrillation and fines, which link two fibre surfaces more closely together. 

Fibres may also have various polymer chains (60-80 nm long), extending from the 

surface when in water. Fibre-water interactions have an effect on the formation of 

bonds. Water near the surface of the fibre is different from bulk water (Retulainen et al. 

1998). 

 

The Campbell effect changes gradually to hydrogen bonding, so the solids content at 

which actual interfibre bonding starts to occur is not known exactly. An estimate of the 
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start of bonding can be derived from the elastic modulus of paper during drying: the 

change in the modulus must occur as a result of bond formation, since wet fibres are 

more rigid than wet bonds (otherwise the fibres would disintegrate into the solution). In 

kraft pulp, the elastic modulus starts to increase significantly at 50 % solids content 

(Retulainen et al. 1998). 

 

During drying, pulp fibres shrink laterally, which causes shear stresses in the bond area, 

originating from the discrepancy between the tendency for lateral and longitudinal 

shrinkage of fibres. The amount of shrinkage depends on the swelling degree of the wet 

fibre wall, which in turn is affected by the internal fibrillation and chemical composition 

of the fibre wall. Shrinkage forces are largest at the peripheral area of the bond and 

when the system is loaded, bond edges will take the load first. Shrinkage stresses 

generate axial compressive forces on the crossing fibres and may cause deformations in 

bonded fibre segments (microcompressions) in freely dried sheets. Stresses at the 

bonded area and fibre walls, as well as the microcompressions, modify the mechanical 

properties of the bonded segments, so that the properties of bonded fibres will differ 

from those of freely dried fibres – mechanical properties of fibres in a network are 

therefore related to interfibre bonds (Retulainen 1997, Retulainen et al. 1998).  

 

The structure of interfibre bonds is influenced by beating, pressing and drying. Other 

important factors affecting bond structure include, for example, fibre morphology, 

pulping procedure and the mode of drying (free versus restrained). The final structure of 

a fibre-fibre bond is a combination of S1-S1, S1-S2 or S2-S2 layers of two 

neighbouring fibres. Flexible fibres can form wrap-around-type bonds, with fibrils and 

fines forming bridges between fibres. On a microscopic scale, fibrils also form 

entanglements (Uesaka 1984). The structure of fibre bonds was studied by Nanko and 

Ohsawa (1989). Their findings are presented in Figure 2. An amorphous bonding layer 

is formed between the S1 layer of two beaten fibres by external fibrils, and probably 

polymer chains as well. The more beaten the fibres are, the thicker the bonding layer 

and the better the contact between two fibres will be, partly because of the increased 

amount of fines. The skirt is an elongated part of the S1 layer extending from bond 

edges, and the covering layer consists of external fibrils and fines covering smooth 
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edges. The skirt and covering layer structures have an important role in strengthening 

the bond.  

 

 

Figure 2. Structural features of bonds between chemical pulp fibres (Nanko and Ohsawa 1989). 

 

The bonding layer is formed when external fibrils and secondary fines come close 

during dewatering and couching and become pressed and packed between fibres. 

(Nanko and Ohsawa 1989). In Heino’s Master’s thesis (2000), the bonded regions of 

test sheet made of pine and birch kraft pulps, beaten to various CSF numbers and 

removed of fines material, were studied by a scanning electron microscope (SEM) and 

field emission SEM (FE-SEM). Bonds between unbeaten kraft pulp fibres were found to 

be weak, although some stronger bonds could be detected. Hardly any fibres with a 

broken or delaminated cell wall were detected at the delaminated bond areas. In the 

samples made of moderately beaten pulps, there were less indications of weak bonding 

and much more evidence of fibres with delaminated cell walls. In samples made of 

extensively beaten pulps, fibres were highly fibrillated, which made it hard to detect the 

actual bonding sites. The fibres seemed to be amalgamated or glued onto each other. 

 

2.2 Fibre segment activation 

 

Activation is one of the relevant properties of fibres within a network. This means that 

originally kinky, curly or otherwise deformed fibre segments, unable to carry load in the 

network, can be modified into active components of the network (Figure 3). Activation 

of the fibre network occurs during drying, when lateral shrinkage of fibres is transmitted 

to axial shrinkage of the neighbouring fibres at bonded areas. If this shrinkage is 
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restrained, the free fibre segments dry under stress and are therefore removed of their 

slackness (Giertz 1964, Giertz and Rødland 1979, Lobben 1975). Once the segments are 

activated, the axial elastic modulus of fibres increases, which leads to a further increase 

in drying stress (Jentzen effect, Jentzen 1964) and both the segments and bonded areas 

are capable of bearing load. Interfibre bonding and shrinkage of fibres are prerequisites 

for activation. The amount of drying stress needed to activate free segments depends on 

the morphology of the fibres (Retulainen 1997, Kumous Final Report 2001). 

 

 
Figure 3. A schematic illustration of activation. 

 

During restrained drying of handsheets, the lateral shrinkage tendency of fibres is 

converted into axial compression of bonded fibres. Activation in bonded segments 

evens out larger stress concentrations at the fibre interfaces and inside the fibre wall by 

rearranging the lamellae and fibrils. The whole fibre is capable of bearing load more 

evenly. Activation of the free segments not only makes the segment straighter and 

fibrils more capable of bearing load, but it also may increase the structural order of 

cellulose and hemicelluloses inside the fibrils and decrease the fibril angle. An increase 

in tensile stiffness and strength makes the whole network bear load more evenly 

(Retulainen 1997).  

 

Activation can be increased by maximising the bonded area and total fibre length. Pulp 

fibres with low coarseness and large fibre width are favourable for both chemical and 

mechanical pulp. The strength of the blend can be improved by beating chemical pulp, 

which increases fibre flexibility so the bonded area can be increased. Beating also 

increases the number of bonds and the number of free segments and decreases the 

length of the free segments (Lobben 1976). A more efficient way would be to increase 
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the specific bond strength (SBS) of mechanical fibres, the component with lower SBS. 

The amount of fines in mechanical pulp should be high enough to tolerate a reduction of 

the fines-fibre ratio without reaching the limiting state (a function of sheet density and 

amount of chemical pulp fibres). The activity of chemical pulp fibres can be improved 

by using pulp that has smaller fracture elongation and fewer micro-compressions and 

kinks in fibres. The swelling ability of mechanical pulp fibres could be made more like 

that of chemical pulp, so that both types of fibre would be active during loading 

(Retulainen 1997, Seth and Kingsland 1990). 

 

2.3 Factors affecting bonding and activation 

 

2.3.1 Fibre properties 

 

Most of the original structure of papermaking fibres is preserved in the pulping and 

papermaking process. Fibres are the principal components of paper and their properties 

greatly determine the properties of paper. The effect of fibre properties on paper is two-

fold: they affect the formation and consolidation of the paper structure during 

papermaking but they also exert an influence on dry paper properties. The paper 

structure depends on the dimensions of fibres and the mechanical properties of wet 

fibres. Mechanical properties of dry fibres and paper are influenced by the stresses 

under which drying takes place (Retulainen et al. 1998).  

 

Drying and wet straining during drying affect fibre strength. Jentzen (1964) studied the 

effect of free drying and drying under load on the properties of individual fibres. Drying 

under axial tension can considerably increase the tensile strength and decrease the 

breaking strain of single fibres. According to Jentzen (1964), the changes in mechanical 

properties are brought about by two factors: an increase in crystalline orientation and a 

more even distribution of stress within the fibre (among fibrils). An increase in 

crystalline orientation, taking place due to drying under load, leads to increasing tensile 

strength and Young’s modulus (also, the ultimate fibre elongation decreases). Drying 

under load also induces a redistribution of stress within the fibre.  
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The pulping process, pulping and bleaching chemicals and beating can have different, 

even inconsistent, effects on fibre strength. The elastic modulus, tensile strength and 

breaking strain of single fibres are affected by the inhomogeneities acquired during 

pulping and natural defects of the cell wall. Less dramatic deformations, like fibre curl, 

reduce the effective fibre modulus and increase the effective rupture elongation of fibres 

through the loss of the fibres’ ability to carry load and to transmit load (Mohlin and 

Alfredsson 1990).  

 

The two basic classes of papermaking fibres are chemical and mechanical pulp fibres. 

The differences between mechanical and chemical pulps lead to distinctly different 

sheet properties: for example, paper made of beaten bleached kraft pulp has 2 – 3 times 

higher tensile strength than a sheet made of mechanical pulp. On the other hand, 

mechanical pulp has superior optical properties, such as opacity and light scattering 

power, which result from the properties of the fines fraction in mechanical pulp. The 

differences between chemical and mechanical pulps are utilised in many paper grades 

according to their end use and the cost-effectiveness of quality, raw materials and 

processes (Retulainen et al. 1998). A low lignin content results in high wet fibre 

flexibility, collapsibility and swelling ability in kraft pulp fibres. To modify (loosen) the 

structure of the fibre wall and surface (internal and external fibrillation, respectively), 

chemical pulp fibres are usually beaten.  

 

The mechanical pulping process creates fibre fragments and fines, and the fraction of 

long, intact fibres can be less than 20 % by weight in groundwood pulp and some 40 % 

in TMP (Retulainen et al. 1998). The structural aspects of mechanical fibres differ 

significantly from those of chemical pulp fibres. Mechanical pulp fibres are coarser, 

stiffer and straighter than chemical pulp fibres, because most of the original lignin of the 

primary cell wall and middle lamella is preserved throughout the mechanical pulping 

process. Mechanical fibres are also shorter and thicker; their bending stiffness is high 

and collapsibility low compared to chemical fibres. 

 

Wet fibre properties such as collapsibility, conformability and flexibility affect greatly 

the network structure of paper. Together with the swelling of wet fibres, they determine 
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the densification of the paper structure during wet pressing and drying (Retulainen et al. 

1998).  The conformability of fibres is affected by their cross-sectional dimensions (cell 

wall thickness and fibre width) and internal fibrillation, and by the chemical 

composition and morphological aspects (elasticity, water content) of the cell wall 

(Sirviö and Kärenlampi 1999). Fibres with high conformability are able to bend and 

reflect the shape of other fibres to form a dense and well-bonded network. Fibre 

collapsibility and flexibility are considered to be the two most important chemical pulp 

fibre properties with regard to paper properties such as tensile strength, apparent 

density, light scattering coefficient, surface smoothness and sheet porosity. In 

mechanical pulp, the fines material has a more important role.  

 

The degree of swelling of pulp fibres depends mainly on their chemical composition 

and internal fibrillation: lignin inhibits swelling and hemicelluloses promote it.  

Therefore, chemical pulp fibres can swell more than mechanical pulp fibres, and the 

swelling of chemical fibres can be further improved with beating (Retulainen et al. 

1998). Both fibre collapsibility and flexibility play an important role in the formation of 

a fibre network structure and interfibre bonds. Fibre collapse has a negative effect on 

the optical properties of paper, since in uncollapsed fibres the cell lumen is able to 

scatter light.  

 

2.3.2 Beating and refining 

 

Unbeaten chemical pulp fibres cannot form strong paper, at least if not mixed with other 

pulps. The concept of fibre bonding, ever since the beginning of the history of 

papermaking, has been related to development of strength properties (Page 1989). 

Beating clearly promotes interfibre bonding, but also has other effects on the fibre 

network. For example, the effect of beating on fibre flexibility affects subsequent fibre 

segment activation during drying. Contact between fibres increases and the surface of 

fibres changes physically. In addition to increasing the relative bonded area (RBA), 

refining increases bond strength (Retulainen 1997). According to Robinson (1980), the 

most significant effect of beating is the increase in flexibility through delamination, 

swelling and dislocation within individual fibres. This permits adjacent wall segments 
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and fibres to mould and conform to one another during pressing and drying (Robinson 

1980, Retulainen 1997). Beating has been found to increase activation (Giertz and 

Lobben 1967, Page 1989, Hiltunen et al. 1998). Fibre swelling and an increase in the 

elastic modulus of fibres increases paper strength through the Jentzen effect, i.e. the 

primary strength-enhancing effect of beating comes from enhanced bonding in the wet 

web, which is then put to effect by drying stresses (Niskanen 1998).  

 

Internal fibrillation leads to partial delamination of the fibre wall. This delamination 

increases the swelling degree, flexibility and conformability of the wet fibre wall, which 

in turn improves interfibre bonding and the strength properties of paper (however, at the 

expense of optical properties). External fibrillation, which only exists in water 

suspension, causes the surface structure to ‘unravel’, so that free fibril ends stick out 

from the fibre wall. External fibrillation increases the strength of interfibre bonds and 

enhances sheet consolidation (Retulainen et al. 1998, Kang and Paulapuro 2005). It 

provides a mechanism by which cellulosic surfaces can attain close contact without 

which the formation of hydrogen bonds would not take place. Besides the long, 

unravelled elements of primary and secondary walls, more stubble fuzz may be present 

on the fibre surfaces. Both the fibril ends and the fuzz are important factors causing 

interfibre bonding (Robinson 1980). The progress of morphological changes in pulp 

fibres during beating has been described by Nanko et al. (1989). 

 

The beating of chemical pulp can have different effects on the mechanical properties 

and strength of fibres. Strong beating can generate kinks and dislocations in the fibres, 

but gentler beating, especially in laboratory beaters, promotes fibre swelling which 

results in straightening of fibres and improved fibre strength (Retulainen et al. 1998). 

The effect of surface topography is reduced by beating, probably because of the 

increased plasticity of fibres. The effect of wrinkles and anatomical features becomes 

negligible when fibres collapse onto each others (Robinson 1980).  On the other hand, 

beating can also reduce the cross-sectional area of dry fibres, which is sufficient for 

decreasing rupture stress and the elastic modulus of fibres. According to Bither and 

Waterhouse (1991), there is a greater degree of fibre pullout in paper fracture when the 
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papermaking fibres have been subjected to low levels of refining, while fibre failure is 

dominant at the highest levels.  

 

2.3.3 Fines 

 

The fines fraction is commonly defined as the fraction of pulp that passes a 200-mesh 

Bauer-McNett wire screen (Hiltunen 1999). The properties of fines differ considerably 

from the properties of the fibre fraction. The particle size is small and surface area large, 

which means that fines are able to bind more water and hence swell more than fibres 

(chemical pulp fines swell more than mechanical fines, because mechanical pulp fines 

contain more extractives and hydrophobic lignin). In mechanical pulps, the fines content 

has a strong influence on the structure and properties of the fibre network (Retulainen 

1997, Retulainen et al. 1998).   

 

Chemical pulp fines consist of ray cells, parenchyma cells and particles originating from 

the cell wall. There are two types of fines in chemical pulp: primary fines that are 

present already in unbeaten pulps, and secondary fines created in beating, which consist 

of lamellar and fibrillar parts of the cell wall and colloidal material. The primary fines 

content in chemical pulp is usually less than 2 %, but extended beating can increase the 

total amount to some 15 % (Retulainen et al. 1998).  Secondary fines created during 

beating can improve the pulps’ strength properties strongly but impair their optical 

properties (Retulainen 1997). In mechanical pulp, fines account for 20 – 40 % of the 

weight of the pulp. Their lignin content is higher than that of chemical pulp fines, since 

mechanical pulp fines originate partly from the middle lamella and primary wall of 

wood cells (Retulainen et al. 1998). In chemical pulp, most of the lignin is removed 

during delignification. Therefore secondary chemical pulp fines do not contain much 

lignin. They are commonly recognised as a factor affecting strongly the mechanical and 

optical properties of paper. The improvement in tensile strength is caused by improved 

bonding, and the increased bonding strength is reflected in increased Scott bond 

strength.  
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The primary effect of fines is an increase in the density of paper, which results in an 

increased number of bonds and thus improved tensile strength properties of the sheet. 

During the wet state of sheet formation, Campbell forces are increased by fines filling 

free spaces and extending the volume of bound water between fibrils of neighbouring 

fibres. Fines can also behave as loosely bonded filler material, which is able to create 

new light scattering surfaces and open structures (Luukko 1999). This effect seems to 

be valid for mechanical pulp fines, which contain both fibrillar and flake-like material, 

but not for chemical pulp fines. They contain mostly fibrillar material, which has so 

high bonding ability that the light-scattering coefficient decreased (Luukko and 

Paulapuro 1999). Fines act as a bridge between fibres, thus contributing to the formation 

of a coherent paper network. In this way, the local stress concentrations evolved in the 

network during straining are reduced or evened out, which leads to more uniform stress 

distribution and improved strength properties (Luukko 1998).  

 

2.3.4 Additives, strength-improving chemicals and fibre surface 

treatments 

 

Additives that affect interfibre bonding positively are high-molecular-weight, 

hydrophilic colloids, either natural or synthetic, such as starch, proteins, vegetable gums 

and water-soluble resins (particularly polymers of acrylamide) (Robinson 1980, Ketola 

and Andersson 1999). They act by adsorption onto fibre surfaces, where fibre-to-binder-

to-fibre bonds can evolve and contribute to bond and sheet strength. Addition of dry 

strength chemicals (e.g. starch, carboxymethyl cellulose) is an ideal way of improving 

interfibre bonding and tensile strength of paper: they cause no increment in sheet 

density or deterioration of light scattering coefficient. The strengthening ability of starch 

is related to the degree of substitution in starch, and it is not very effective if fibres are 

stiff and the bonded area small to begin with (Retulainen 1997). The increment in 

tensile strength with starch addition is largely due to improved specific bond strength 

and increased stiffness of bonded areas. The rupture process of interfibre bonds is also 

affected by starch addition: it does not seem to change the starting point of the rupture 

(stress or strain at which rupture starts is not increased), but the rate of bond ruptures is 

decreased considerably.  
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Retulainen and Nieminen (1996) studied the effect of several dry-strength additives on 

tensile strength. The greatest strength increases were obtained by using cationic starch 

and carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC). Also two-component systems of oppositely 

charged polyelectrolytes commonly used as retention aids have been reported to 

increase both tensile strength and bond strength in paper (Retulainen and Nieminen 

1996, Koljonen et al. 2003). Polymer complexes are assumed to affect bonding and the 

structure of the fibre network by changing the swelling, viscoelastic and frictional 

properties of fibre surfaces and by influencing the consolidation of the paper web and 

the behaviour of the fibre network during drying (Koljonen et al. 2003). 

 

The fine structure of chemical pulp fibres is, in effect, the same as that of native wood 

fibres, although all lignin is practically removed from the fibres during cooking and 

bleaching. Simultaneously, the structure and content of hemicelluloses is also changed. 

Refining considerably changes the cell wall structure: the primary wall and S1 layer are 

partly broken (external fibrillation), which increases the area of external surfaces 

accessible for interfibre bonding and, on the other hand, for large polymers that can be 

used to further promote bonding (Sjöström 1993).  

 

Fibre surfaces can also be modified through sorption of structural polysaccharides with 

chain conformation similar to cellulose. These polysaccharides adsorb on cellulose and 

the level of interaction depends on the degree of substitution of the polysaccharide in 

question. Carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC) is ideal for this kind of tailoring because its 

degree of substitution and degree of polymerisation are easily controllable. Sorption of 

CMC on pulps causes a considerable increase in the pulps’ water retention values, 

which leads to high tensile and internal strengths, breaking strain and tensile energy 

absorption (with constant sheet density). This is especially true for beaten pulps. With 

unbeaten pulps, subsequently undergoing beating, the strength properties develop faster 

when the pulp is first treated with CMC. The main effect of CMC is that it further 

disintegrates the external microfibril bundles created in beating and stabilises them in a 

water suspension (Kumous Final Report 2001). 
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Techniques using (cationic) polyelectrolytes adsorbed on fibre surfaces either by 

themselves or in complex forms together with other (anionic) polymers, and hence 

improving the strength of paper, have been put forward (Decher 1997, Wågberg et al. 

2002, Laine et al. 2002, Eriksson 2004). In this way, for example the tensile strength of 

dry paper could be increased more than twofold. Polymer treatments have been shown 

to increase the molecular contact area and interaction between neighbouring fibres in 

unbeaten kraft fibres. Polyelectrolyte multilayers are also efficient in increasing the 

strength of beaten pulps, where the strengthening mechanisms seem to relate more to 

improved molecular interactions across the fibre surfaces to be bonded – though an 

increase in the molecular contact area also may have an influence (Wågberg et al. 

2002).  

 

2.3.5 Wet pressing 

 

In papermaking, wet pressing serves as a means to consolidate the fibre network 

structure and to remove water from the paper web (Szikla 1992). Wet pressing forces 

the fibres into close contact and enables hydrogen bonding as water is removed from the 

structure. It can thus be described as a process that contributes to the strengthening of 

the paper web by bringing the fibres and fibre cell walls into closer contact and by 

collapsing (chemical pulp) fibres, thereby enhancing the bonding potential (Pikulik et 

al. 1995, Paulapuro 2001). Wet pressing increases sheet density, but the type of furnish 

affects this relationship notably: if mechanical pulp is the dominant component of the 

furnish, density increases only moderately with increasing wet pressing pressure, 

whereas papers made of chemical pulps display an extensive increase in density (Szikla 

1992).  Wet pressing also increases the tensile strength of paper by improving bonding: 

fibres will have more contacts and the bonded areas will be larger (Pikulik et al. 1995).  

 

2.3.6 Drying 

 

The mechanical properties of bonds and bonded fibre segments are closely related to the 

drying stresses that act across every interfibre bond (Retulainen et al. 1998). The drying 

shrinkage and drying stress of paper arises mainly from the transverse shrinkage of 
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fibres (Nanko et al. 1989). During drying, the shrinkage of component fibres causes 

contraction of the whole fibre network and creates internal stresses in the paper. Fibre 

shrinkage influences various properties of paper, such as sheet structure, mechanical 

properties and hygroscopic behaviour (Nanko et al. 1991). Drying of never-dried virgin 

pulp fibres under axial tension considerably increases tensile strength and decreases 

breaking strain. Laboratory experiments have even shown that an 8% increase in strain 

from –4% (shrinkage) to +4 % (stretch) can yield a tensile stiffness five times the 

original (Wahlstöm 1999). The changes in mechanical properties caused by drying 

under load can be associated to two main mechanisms, first, the increase in crystallite 

orientation and second, more even distribution of stress among fibres (Retulainen 1997).  

 

Drying under tension leads to a phenomenon known as the Jentzen effect (Jentzen 

1964). The tension straightens the fibre, pulls out dislocations and reduces the fibril 

angle. Changes on molecular level may also take place when cellulose and 

hemicellulose chains rearrange and align parallel to the external load. All this improves 

the load-carrying capacity of the fibre and makes the load-elongation curve more linear 

(Retulainen et al. 1998). The effect of beating on the Jentzen effect is threefold. First, it 

increases fibre flexibility, which affects the RBA of the wet sheet. Second, beating 

affects fibre swelling, which influences the transfer of shrinkage forces between fibres 

at the bonded area. Finally, in well-beaten fibres, the fibril structure can be more aligned 

more effectively along the drying stress. This arises from the conformability of the fibre 

wall material during drying (Nanko et al. 1991).   

 

The drying shrinkage of a fibre is the sum of the shrinkage of bonded and free 

segments. Both of the segments behave differently during drying. Different factors 

affect axial compression: 1) compressive force from transverse shrinkage of the 

crossing fibre; 2) tension/compression from macroscopic drying stress; and 3) reaction 

force, controlled by the axial stiffness of the bonded segment. In free fibre segments, the 

compressive force comes mainly from the shrinkage of adjacent bonded segments, and 

it is weaker than that of bonded areas since it is transmitted though the network 

structure. Therefore, the free segments are compressed less than the bonded segments, 

or can even elongate when paper dries under restraint. In bonded segments, the 
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compressive force is larger than the macroscopic drying stress, which leads to shrinking 

in bonded areas during drying (Retulainen et al. 1998). The shrinkage potential of 

mechanical pulp fibres is smaller than that of chemical pulp fibres, and beating 

increases shrinkage (through increased internal fibrillation and swelling).  

 

The stiffness of interfibre bonds and the mechanical behaviour of bonds depend on the 

stress-state of the bonds resulting from drying. Salminen et al. (1996) examined the 

dependence of the mechanical properties of interfibre bonds on the stresses induced by 

paper drying. They used a geometrical model for studying the effect of drying restraints, 

treating the interfibre bond as a thin layer of elastic molecular bondings reorienting at 

drying. This is a considerably simplified situation compared to the real structure of an 

interfibre bond, which consists of entangled and inter-penetrating microfibril bundles, 

fibrils and colloidal material crossing over from fibre to fibre. The network structure 

may also complicate the situation by creating shear strains at individual bonding sites.  

 

Bond failure starts to occur from the edges of the bonded area, depending on the loading 

mode. The decreasing area of bond also affects the specific shear strength of the bond 

(Salminen et al. 1996). The bond starts to rupture when the stress-strain curve reaches 

the region of its maximum stress point. Although bonds dried under high stress start to 

fail early in the shear mode, a relatively large strain is needed to completely break the 

bond. Drying-induced stress state renders interfibre bonds brittle and subsequently 

reduces the elastic breaking strain of paper.  
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3 EXPERIMENTAL 

3.1 Experimental setup 

 

The aim of this thesis work was to establish a connection between interfibre bonding and 

fibre segment activation on the one hand, and certain strength properties on the other, 

and to develop testing procedures for examining bonding and activation in a simple but 

comprehensive way. Bonding and activation, and their relationship with different paper 

strength properties were studied in laboratory, using different drying methods. Different 

pulps, pulp treatments and furnish compositions were used to establish which are the 

ones that affect bonding and activation the most. The details of the different test series 

are reported in publications I-V. They are summarised in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Summary of the test series conducted in this doctoral work. 

Test series Pulp(s) Treatment(s) Publication 

Preliminary test 
series 

100% TMP 
100% kraft 

different mixtures of the two 

fines removal 
cationic starch addition 

beating of chemical pulp 
restricted and free drying 

I 

Effect of beating 
and drying on 
bonding and 

activation 

100% kraft 
beating in Valley beater 

drying with PDR
1 I, III 

Effect of fibre 
surface 

modification and 
drying on paper 

strength 

50-50% mixture of kraft-
TMP 

polyelectrolyte adsorption 
drying with PDR 

II 

Effect of solids 
content at 

straining on 
paper strength 

properties 

100% TMP 
100% kraft 

50-50% mixture of TMP-
kraft 

beating of chemical pulp 
drying with PDR 

III 

Effect of TMP 
fines on bonding 

and activation 
100% TMP 

fractionation 
varying fines content 

drying with PDR 
IV 

Effect of wet 
pressing and 

drying on paper 
strength 

100% TMP  
100% kraft  

50-50% mixture of TMP-
kraft 

wet pressing 
drying with PDR 

V 

1) The PDR device, Paper Drying Rheometer, will be described in section 3.3.3. 
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3.2 Raw materials and their treatment 

3.2.1 Mechanical pulp 

 

Elementary chorine-free (ECF) bleached TMP [Finnish commercial thermomechanical 

pulp made from Norway spruce (Picea abies)] was used in the experiments. The pulp 

was collected from the mill post-bleaching wash press before latency removal, and 

stored in a freezer. Before sheet forming, the TMP was hot-disintegrated according to 

SCAN-M 10:7 to remove latency. The freeness of the pulp, 44 ml CSF, was measured 

according to SCAN-C 21:65. The freeness of TMP used in polyelectrolyte adsorptions 

was 25 ml CSF.  

 

To examine the effect of TMP fines on activation, the pulp was fractionated, and the 

fines and long-fibre fractions separated with a Bauer-McNett apparatus so that the R30 

and R50 fractions were collected as long fibres and the P200 fraction as fines. The 

percentages of different fibre fractions are shown in Table 2. The fractionation was done 

according to SCAN-M 6:69 with some modifications: no filter papers were used but the 

fractions were collected into buckets. The two fractions were thickened by letting the 

fibres/fines settle and then removing the excess water. The sedimentation of long fibres 

took about 30 minutes and that of fines 48 hours. To examine the effect of fines on 

paper strength properties, different mixtures of long fibres and fines were used for sheet 

preparation. Five levels of fines were used: 0, 10, 20, 30 and 40 % of the dry weight of 

the long-fibre fraction. In addition, reference sheets were made from unfractionated 

TMP. 

 

Table 2. TMP fractions. 

fraction % 

R30 – long fibres 17.3 

R50 – long fibres 18.7 

R100 18.3 

R200 18.6 

P200 – fines 27.1 
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3.2.2 Chemical pulp 

 

The chemical pulp used in the experiments was ECF bleached kraft pulp [Finnish 

commercial kraft pulp made from Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris)]. The pulp was 

disintegrated and beaten in a Valley beater according to SCAN-C 25:76. Different 

beating levels and unbeaten pulp were used in the experiments (Table 3). The 

drainability of kraft pulp was measured according to SCAN-C 19:65. 

 
Table 3. Drainability of kraft pulps beaten to different levels. 

Beating time, min SR° Pulp used in 

0 (unbeaten pulp) 12 preliminary test series 

8 14 
polyelectrolyte adsorption, drying experiments, mixture 
sheets in all experiments 

15 17 
preliminary test series, drying experiments, wet pressing 
experiments 

26 22 preliminary test series 
40 34 preliminary test series, drying experiments 

 

3.2.3 Polyelectrolyte adsorptions 

 

The furnish used in the adsorptions was a 50-50 % mixture of kraft and TMP. Before 

polymer adsorption and sheet forming, the kraft pulp was first disintegrated in a Valley 

beater for 30 minutes, washed into sodium form according to the procedure described 

by Swerin and Wågberg (1994), and then beaten in the Valley beater for 8 minutes to 

SR° 14. The TMP (CSF 25) was first hot-disintegrated and then converted into sodium 

form. The polymer adsorptions on fibre surfaces were made on the pulp mixture either 

by using cationic polymers [a high-molecular-weight (high MW) and a cross-linked 

(CL) cationic polyacrylamide, C-PAM] or by using two-component complexes of high 

MW C-PAM (1%) and carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC) or CL C-PAM (3.5%) and 

anionic polyacrylamide (A-PAM). The cationic component was added to the pulp first, 

followed by the anionic component after a reaction time of 30 minutes. The consistency 

in the adsorption experiments was 5 g/L, ionic strength 0.5 mM NaHCO3 and reaction 

time under magnetic stirring 30 min. The polyelectrolyte adsorptions were designed and 

done by the Laboratory of Forest Products Chemistry at the Helsinki University of 

Technology. 
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3.2.4 Sheet forming 

 

For the preliminary test series, the laboratory sheets were formed with a semi-automatic 

sheet mould producing 165 mm x 165 mm handsheets, according to the standard 

SCAN-C 26. When making sheets containing TMP, the white water filtrate was 

circulated in order to balance the amount of fines. In the test series in which a fines-free 

TMP furnish was used, the sheets made of the long-fibre fraction only were formed with 

the standard sheet mould to enable simpler drying experiments, which will be discussed 

in Section 3.3.2.  

 

For the test series in which the sheets were dried with the PDR device, a different sheet 

mould, producing 240 mm x 290 mm laboratory sheets, was used. With the exception of 

the size of the sheets produced, the mould and sheet forming complied with SCAN-C 

26. 

 

3.2.5 Wet pressing 

 

In most of the test series of this doctoral work, the laboratory sheets were wet-pressed 

right after sheet forming and couching according to SCAN-C 26:27. Ordinary 165 mm 

x 165 mm laboratory sheets formed with the normal sheet mould were then dried as 

described in the following chapter. The bigger sheets, to be used for PDR drying, were 

stored in a cold storage room after wet pressing prior to drying, since the PDR device 

could only be used within a certain schedule. These sheets were wrapped in double 

plastic bags, stacked and turned regularly to ensure uniform moisture distribution within 

the stacks.  

 

In the test series in which the effect of wet pressing and drying on paper properties was 

examined, the laboratory sheets were not wet-pressed according to the standard. Instead, 

an MTS-810 material testing device (MTS Systems Corporation, Eden Prairie, MN, 

USA) with specially constructed pressing plates was used (Figure 4). The goal was to 

reach different wet pressing pressures while trying to keep the solids content of the 

sheets constant (Figure 5) to minimise variations caused by differences in moisture 
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content in the sheets prior to drying and straining. This was achieved by varying the 

number of dry blotters on each side of the sheet that was being pressed. Wet pressing 

pressures varied between 0.05 and 1.3 MPa and the pressing time was 30 seconds. 

 

          

Figure 4. MTS-810 with the wet pressing plates attached. 
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Figure 5. Development of sheet solids content as a function of wet pressing pressure. 
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3.3 Drying experiments 

3.3.1 General 

 

During drying, the lateral shrinkage of fibres is transmitted to axial shrinkage of the 

neighbouring fibres at bonded areas. Restraining this shrinkage leads to drying of free, 

unbonded fibre segments under stress so that any slackness in the fibre and 

deformations such as kinks and curls are removed. This activation of fibre segments can 

be studied with different drying methods.  

 

Commonly, the devices used for measuring drying stress are able to control the stress in 

one direction only at a time, which is a clear obstacle to thorough analysis. Lindem 

(1994) introduced an instrument for assessing the biaxial stress in paper drying with the 

objective that the device should operate independently and simultaneously in both in-

plane directions during drying, while ensuring the uniformity of property profile 

development (i.e. the development of local differences in dryness or load should be 

eliminated). Wahlström et al. (2000a) developed the drying equipment further based on 

the work of Lindem (1994).  

 

The testing equipment employing bi-axial straining during drying is useful when 

examining the properties affected by drying in laboratory handsheets and allows a wide 

range of studies related to paper drying (Wahlström et al. 2000a). One such study could 

be examination of fibre segment activation. By varying the stress and strain in two 

perpendicular in-plane directions, fundamental information on the relationship of 

different combinations of strain in the paper during drying and the properties of paper 

can be obtained. For example, the tensile stiffness index, tensile index and compression 

index increase and breaking strain decrease with increasing strain during drying 

(Wahlström and Fellers 1998). Since the improvement of the mechanical properties of 

paper is associated with fibre segment activation, information obtained with different 

drying experiments of this kind also yield valuable information on the development and 

nature of activation. 
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In addition to fibre activation, drying experiments with biaxial straining can also be 

used to study interfibre bonding. Wahlström et al. (2000b) examined the delamination 

properties (z-toughness, Scott bond and z-direction tensile strength) of paper as affected 

by shrinkage/stretching during drying. By using different drying modes (from free 

drying to completely restrained drying and different combinations of stress in the two 

in-plane directions, as well as different solids contents in which the paper sample is 

subjected to the strains) more information on both bonding and activation, and on how 

these two factors behave during drying, can be obtained. Furthermore, with the drying 

experiments, it is possible to separate between the effects of these two factors on paper 

properties. The Laboratory of Paper and Printing Technology of the Helsinki University 

of Technology has a device that can be used for biaxial straining of paper samples 

during drying. Commissioned by Metso Oyj, this PDR (Paper Drying Rheometer) 

device resembles the designs used by both Lindem (1994) and Wahlström (Wahlström 

and Fellers 1998, Wahlström et al. 2000a-b) in their biaxial drying experiments. 

 

3.3.2 Preliminary drying experiments 

 

In the preliminary test series of this work, it was necessary to obtain different levels of 

drying stress with simpler methods than those utilising designs like the above-

mentioned devices enabling biaxial straining of sheets during drying. Gloss plates 

(squares the size of laboratory handsheets, cut from thin, laminated board) were used to 

restrict the shrinkage of test sheets during drying. This would correspond roughly to      

0 % strain on the PDR device. Propylene films (Millipore polypropylene prefilter, type 

2.5 µm AN25) were used to allow the sheets to shrink completely freely during drying, 

corresponding up to a point with the negative strains of the PDR device. These sheets 

were dried in a conditioned room (23°C, 50 % RH) for at least 24 hours. With the 

exception of the use of propylene films in free drying, these method of drying comply 

with the standard SCAN-C 26:27. In the test series in which a fines-free TMP furnish 

was used, it was also necessary to use these simples methods for drying, because the 

sheets made of long fibres only had very low wet strength and were too weak to 

withstand preliminary straining on the PDR device. 
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3.3.3 Biaxial straining during drying 

 

The PDR device is a construction with 6-7 separate clamps for each side of the paper 

sample (Figure 6). Each clamp is connected to high-precision sensors that measure 

position and force throughout the experiment. The drying procedure is computer-

controlled, and the measurements from the sensors are recorded on-line with special 

computer software. The PDR device utilises both hydraulic and pneumatic drives for 

moving beams onto which the clamp-sensor constructions are attached. By controlling 

the beam movement, the paper sample can for example be subjected to different 

controlled strains during drying. Drying is achieved with six 500 W halogen lamps. 

 

    

Figure 6. Paper Drying Rheometer (PDR),with a close-up of an attached test sheet (right). 

 

In the test series of this thesis work, the idea was to subject the test sheets to different 

levels of drying stress by straining the sheets before or during drying. First, the sheets 

were attached to the drying device and preliminary straining was done to obtain a 

common initial ‘zero’ stress level. The sheets were then strained at various solids 

contents. For most of the test series, the sheets were strained immediately after wet 

pressing at approximately 30 % solids. Drying was then commenced straight after this. 

To test the effect of solids content at straining on the properties of dry paper, straining 

was done after a certain period of drying, at solids contents between 48 and 52 %. Strain 

levels between -2 % (negative strain, i.e. the sheets were allowed to slacken and relax) 

and +2 % on both of the in-plane directions (MD and CD) of the test sheet were used. 

The principle of PDR drying and straining of test sheets is illustrated in Figure 7.  
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Figure 7. Schematic illustration of the PDR test setup (seen from above). 

 

 

The actual final (maximum) drying stresses reached with the drying experiments were 

calculated afterwards from the data of sheet dimensional changes and loads of 

individual measuring sensors as recorded with the PDR device. The final drying stress, 

σ, was calculated by dividing the recorded force (F) at the end of each drying cycle by 

the sheet cross-sectional area (A) 

 

wd

F

A

F
==σ    (1) 

 

where w is the width of the paper sheet (i.e. in calculating ‘MD’ stress, the length of the 

paper sample in ‘CD’ at the end of the drying, and vice versa), and d the thickness of the 

paper sample, measured separately according to SCAN-P 7:75. Final drying stresses for 

some of the test series are given in Appendix 1. Differences in final drying stresses 

reached with the different stretches (-2 – +2 %) are statistically significant in all cases.  
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CD 
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3.4 Examination of paper strength properties 

3.4.1 General 

 

Earlier, the commonly acknowledged view was that, since the bonding degree of main 

paper grades is not particularly high, the strength of paper is determined more or less 

solely by interfibre bonding; the area of bonds and the strength of the bonds are the 

most important factors influencing the mechanical properties of most paper grades 

(Retulainen 1986). However, paper strength cannot be explained solely by interfibre 

bonding and the strength of the bonds. Several studies (Retulainen 1997, Kettunen 

2000, Kumous Final Report 2001) have pointed out that energy is consumed during 

paper fracture by the opening of bonds but also by fibre failure and plastic deformations 

of the cell wall. These and other factors, such as the network structure and fibre segment 

activation, also affect paper strength. Nevertheless, they are all more or less interlinked 

with bonding.  

 

Bond strength and the analysis methods related to it have been under investigation since 

the 1950s, but a universally approved method is yet to be developed. This would be 

crucial for the thorough study of paper structure and raw material properties. Various 

analysis methods and techniques have been developed and used for examining interfibre 

bonding and fibre activation in paper. Information on the fibre network and indirect 

information on interfibre bonding can be obtained by studying different strength 

properties of paper, for example elastic modulus, breaking stress and strain, fracture 

energy and damage width. These properties are especially important with a view to the 

rheology and web breaks and runnability, the performance of reinforcement fibres, fines 

or additives in paper or the effect of fibre surface treatment on paper strength properties. 

Based on previous research projects (Kettunen 2000, Kumous Final Report 2001, 

Hiltunen 2003) a selection of mechanical tests and other analyses were chosen for this 

work (Table 4). In the following figures, standard deviation was used to represent the 

statistical significance of the relationship between test points. 
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Table 4. Paper properties and their measurement. 

Property Standard or method 

Basis weight SCAN-P 6:75 

Density and thickness SCAN-P 7:75 

Tensile properties SCAN-P 38:80 

Scott internal bond strength TAPPI T833 

In- plane tear strength 
Internal method, see (Kettunen and Niskanen 2000a) for 
specifications. 

Damage analysis 
Non-standardised method, see (Kettunen and Niskanen 
2000b) for specifications. 

 

3.4.2 Tensile properties 

 

Load-elongation behaviour of paper 

The mechanical response of paper to external tension is described by the load-

elongation behaviour. This characterises mechanical properties in a situation where 

paper is not loaded all the way to ultimate failure, which is the case in most practical 

papermaking applications. Test results give a curve rather than a single numerical value, 

and the load-elongation curve (stress-strain curve) has little use in assessing the quality 

of paper. However, the shape of the curve is useful in analysing various loading 

conditions of paper products and it can also reveal some information on microscopic 

fibre properties. Models predicting paper load-elongation behaviour with corresponding 

fibre behaviour are not very exact. The detailed properties of fibres and bonds are 

impossible to measure, and the stress distribution in fibre segments is impossible to 

model, because it is stochastic. Drying affects the load elongation behaviour of paper, 

since it influences the structure and development of bonds and causes activation of fibre 

segments (Niskanen and Kärenlampi 1998). 

 

As a piece of paper is stretched, two events take place in the microscopic network 

structure: first, fibre segments elongate (become activated) and second, some gradual 

bond breakage takes place (Niskanen and Kärenlampi 1998). When placing a fibre 

network under load, only a small portion of fibre bonds break completely. Most of the 

bonds are unaffected, but typically lose a part of their bonded area. This happens usually 

in the discrete areas at the bond’s periphery. In several cases, bond breakage causes 

stress relief in adjacent segments: the network structure of paper and non-homogeneity 
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of fibres lead to non-uniform loading of fibre bonds. When paper is strained, the bonded 

areas tend to have larger elongation than free, inactivated fibre segments. Furthermore, 

deformation of bonds occurs in a random fashion, which indicates that the stress 

distribution takes place during straining (Retulainen 1997). 

 

Tensile strength 

Tensile strength reflects the maximum load-bearing capacity of paper (Niskanen 1993). 

Breaking stress and breaking strain are inherently the most important properties of the 

paper web. However, it is practically impossible to measure these two characteristics 

properly. For example, the ordinary tensile strength test produces results specific to the 

specimen size and testing conditions (Kumous Final Report 2001). However, tensile 

strength is easy to measure and understand, although fracture toughness is a much more 

appropriate measure of paper performance in situations where failure is actuated by 

flaws at stress levels that are a fraction of the tensile strength of paper (Niskanen and 

Kärenlampi 1998).  

 

In many models of tensile strength – Page’s (1969) model being perhaps the most 

important – and fibre and fibre bond properties are used to predict the tensile strength of 

paper, since paper strength is governed by the gradual failure of interfibre bonds and 

fibre rupture. It is hard to distinguish between these two failure modes because 

papermaking processes affect both fibre and bond properties and sheet structure. The 

models, although not accurate, can help in assessing the effects (Niskanen and 

Kärenlampi 1998, Jayaraman and Kortschot 1998).  

 

Tensile strength models consider paper as a simplified microstructure and make use of 

idealised fibres and bonds as basic elements. The mechanical properties of the network 

are related to the characteristics of these idealised elements. For example, the models do 

not take into account fibre deformations (microcompressions, curl, crimps) that have an 

acknowledged effect on the stress-strain behaviour of the fibres and the plastic 

deformations of the fibre cell wall. This simplification of the microstructure and 

idealisation of fibres involves major limitations for the models. Nevertheless, all of the 

models contribute to the understanding of the tensile strength of paper (Uesaka 1984).  
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The ordinary (laboratory) tensile strength test and its modifications are quite useful for 

measuring tensile strength, provided that there are no clear defects in the paper. The 

variability in breaking stress values – caused by formation-like variability in every 

paper specimen – governs the dependence of mean breaking stress on the specimen’s 

size. The apparent tensile strength and apparent breaking strain, obtained from the L&W 

fracture toughness test, can also be used when it is necessary to mimic defects in paper. 

The values are lower than those given by the ordinary test (because fracture is triggered 

with a cut with a much lower strain level) (Kumous Final Report 2001).  

 

Examining the tensile strength of pulp mixtures can give information on the bonding 

between chemical and mechanical pulp fibres. According to Kärenlampi (1995), the 

tensile index of a two-pulp mixture can be interpreted as the product of average specific 

modulus (the ratio of strength and rupture strain) and tensile rupture strain of the 

mixture. Therefore, if the specific modulus of the chemical pulp is much lower than that 

of the mechanical pulp, a small increase in the proportion of reinforcement does not 

affect the tensile strength of the mixture.  

 

Since the bonding degree often has a significant effect on the changes induced in the 

tensile strength of paper by the modification of papermaking conditions or furnish 

properties (Niskanen and Kärenlampi 1998), the tensile strength tests and models can 

give useful information on interfibre bonding. However, the non-specificity of the 

tensile strength test and the limitations of the tensile strength models should be kept in 

mind.  

 

Elastic modulus, tensile stiffness 

The elastic modulus of paper is an important feature, because in real process stages such 

as calendering, re-reeling or printing, paper seldom becomes loaded anywhere near its 

ultimate failure stress. Elastic modulus is important in creating web tension and it also 

controls the performance of paper in sheet form through bending stiffness. It can be 

used to indicate various strength properties. Elastic modulus is ‘self-averaging’, 

statistically stable, in comparison to strength properties that are influenced by defects or 

flaws in a specimen. In other words, it is insensitive to formation-like variations in 
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paper structure. Furthermore, the relationship between elastic properties of paper and 

paper structure is better understood than the relationship of other mechanical properties 

and paper structure. Elastic modulus differs in the MD, CD and z-directions of paper 

(Niskanen and Kärenlampi 1998). 

 

The elastic constants, elastic properties of paper include Young’s modulus, E, measures 

the force needed for a small elongation: 

 

  0at   [GPa] →= σ
ε

σ

d

d
E    (2) 

 

where σ is the stress of force applied over the cross-sectional area of the specimen and ε 

is the corresponding strain. If the load-elongation curve is linear at small ε, E = σ/ε. 

 

In theory, the elastic modulus of a fibre network can be expressed as  

  

  )(3/1 loadedfnetwork LEE = ,     (3)  

 

where the coefficient 1/3 accounts for the random fibre orientation, Ef is the axial elastic 

modulus of fibres and Lloaded, loaded length fraction, originates from the fact that the 

free fibre ends do not carry load at all (Kumous Final Report 2001) .  

 

In a paper with a given basis weight, density and elastic modulus will depend on 

beating, wet pressing and the properties of the pulp mixture components. Drying 

stresses influence the elastic modulus as well (the elastic modulus increases if drying 

shrinkage is limited) (Niskanen and Kärenlampi 1998), i.e. activation of fibre segments 

influences the elastic modulus. This information can be used in examining interfibre 

bonding and fibre segment activation.  

 

In the experiments of this thesis work, the tensile stiffness index, i.e. specific elastic 

modulus, was used. The elastic modulus, E, is proportional to the thickness of paper, 

which is difficult to measure accurately. By dividing the elastic modulus by density the 

need for thickness measurement can be eliminated (Kumous Final Report 2001).  
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ερ Wb

FE
=[MNm/kg]    (4) 

 

where ρ is density, F/W the measured force over the specimen for a given strain (ε), and 

b basis weight.  

 

3.4.3 In-plane tear strength 

 

Fracture toughness means the ability of paper to withstand fracture in the presence of 

defects. On the other hand, it is also a specific quantity. Fracture may be caused by bond 

ruptures and corresponding fibre pull-out, or by fibre failure. If an existing crack grows, 

elastic energy is released because stress vanishes at the crack faces. According to the 

Griffith criterion, a basic concept of linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM), a crack 

will not expand unless the released energy is equal to or larger than the energy needed 

to overcome fracture resistance, i.e. the toughness of the material (Retulainen 1992, 

Retulainen et al. 1993).  The role of tearing tests in determining paper fracture has been 

discussed in detail by Lee et al. 1991, Peng 1995, Kärenlampi et al. 1998, Kettunen 

2000, Kettunen and Niskanen 2000a and Tanaka et al. 2000. 

 

The fracture toughness and tear strength of paper can be used to study the role of 

reinforcement pulp in the paper network, for example, its effect on the runnability of 

printing papers made from mechanical pulp. The effects of beating can also be 

examined. Fracture resistance increases as long as few fibres fail, but as bonding 

improves (bond strength increases), fibre failures start to affect the fracture process. 

When more and more fibres fail, fracture resistance levels off and finally starts to 

decrease. Fibre length influences fracture behaviour (the probability of fibre failure is 

greater for long fibres), the fracture toughness can even vary linearly with the average 

fibre length (Peng 1995, Kärenlampi et al. 1998). Since drying shrinkage and the 

moisture content of paper affect fracture energy, the effect of drying stress on paper 

properties can be evaluated (Shallhorn 1994, Niskanen and Kärenlampi 1998). 

 

The critical fibre properties affecting tear strength depend on the bonding state of the 

paper network: in well-bonded paper, tear strength is affected more by fibre strength, 
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and in poorly bonded paper, by fibre length. Fibre coarseness or density do not seem to 

influence tear strength much. The fine fibre fraction has a significant relationship with 

paper tear. Also zero-span breaking length, which represents fibre strength, correlates 

well with tear (Tanaka et al. 2000). The effect of bonding on paper toughness was 

examined by Niskanen et al. (1998). According to this study, fracture energy is high 

when the reinforcement fibres are highly capable of forming (strong) bonds, but too 

much bonding can lead to excessive fibre failure, reducing paper toughness.  

 

3.4.4 Damage analysis 

 

Damage analysis was developed to characterise the fracture process in paper by 

Kettunen and Niskanen (2000b). It is a geometric method for characterising the 

microscopic damage extending from a propagating crack through paper. This damage is 

the result of interfibre bond failure and fibre pull-out related to it. Fibre failure is also a 

possibility. The area in which the fracture takes place and proceeds is called the fracture 

process zone (FZP), and the actual failure and fracture energy consumption takes place 

there. For constant fibre properties, a wider FZP indicates higher fracture energy. 

Damage also affects the region outside the FZP when paper is elongated into the plastic 

region, and the damage induced in the interfibre bond is evidenced by the changes in the 

light scattering coefficient of paper. 

 

According to trials (Kettunen 2000), the differences in the arithmetic mean fibre length 

cause differences in the damage width and pull-out width. Damage width is about twice 

as large as pull-out width and the latter is of the same order of magnitude as mean fibre 

length. Furthermore, since both widths should decrease if fibre failure occurs during 

crack propagation, especially pull-out width should reflect the effective length of fibres. 

Decreasing fibre strength results in a narrowing FZP, and the border between damaged 

and undamaged paper becomes sharp (no fibre ends extend out to the FZP). The ratio of 

tearing work and damage width characterise the ability of the interfibre bonds and fibre 

network to absorb fracture energy (Kettunen et al. 2000). Damage analysis is an 

interesting and useful method for examining interfibre bonding in paper, especially with 

laboratory sheet samples, and an excellent addition to the more conventional strength 
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measurements. It gives valuable information on the relationship between fibre strength 

and bond strength. 

 

3.4.5 Bond strength 

 

Bond strength measurements 

Examining the properties of paper in z-direction is the most conventional way of 

studying bonding and bond strength in paper. Z-directional strength refers to the ability 

of paper to withstand tensile loading in a direction perpendicular to the plane of the 

paper. The break in paper structure occurs inside the sheet rather than on the surface 

(Levlin 1999). Internal bond strength can be measured either on single fibre crossings or 

on paper and the results expressed as energy, strength or even as a modulus. 

Measurements of these tests are generally highly correlated with one another, but do not 

provide the real value of interfibre bond strength (Koubaa and Koran 1995).  

 

According to Koubaa and Koran (1995), the most useful methods for measuring internal 

bond strength include the z-directional tensile test, the delamination test and the Scott 

bond test. Although the results of these three tests are highly correlated, the tests 

actually measure different things. In addition to interfibre bond breakage energy, 

delamination energy measurement includes the energy dissipated in the fibre network of 

thick paper. Z-directional tensile energy includes the energy of intrafibre bond failure, 

especially for paper made of chemical pulp alone. Scott bond energy is affected by basis 

weight, and by the dynamic nature of the test, which leads to overestimation of this 

parameter. For high-basis-weight papers, the z-directional tensile strength seems to be 

the most suitable measure for internal bond strength. The difference between z-

directional tensile strength measurement and Scott bond strength is that the former 

measures force and the latter energy. In both of them, the results are dependent on the 

basis weight of paper.  

 

Stratton (1991) compared the z-toughness (delamination test), z-direction tensile 

strength and out-of-plane elastic stiffness in determining the strength of interfibre 

bonds. The two former methods seemed to provide very sensitive measures for bonding. 
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The measurements are able to separate between the effects of strength-aid treated pulp 

fibres, refining and wet pressing, whereas the latter is not sensitive to the increased 

bonding brought about by chemical strength aids. The relationship of paper 

delamination properties and interfibre bonds has been examined by Skowronski and 

Bichard (1987) and Skowronski (1991), who reached conclusions similar to those of 

Koubaa and Koran (1995) and Stratton (1991). 

 

For this thesis work, the Scott bond test was chosen for examining interfibre bonding. 

Although it is far from perfect, and measures the delamination energy and the shear 

strength of bonds rather than the tensile strength, it is still a very useful test for 

determining the level of bonding in different paper samples. Furthermore, it is relatively 

easy to use and readily available at the Laboratory of Paper and Printing Technology of 

the Helsinki University of Technology. 

 

Calculated variables for examining bonding 

Elastic breaking strain (EBS) is calculated from the tensile property values of paper 

according to the following equation: 

 

  %100
stiffness Tensile1000

strength Tensile
 [%] EBS ×

×
= . (5) 

 

This variable has been used for example by Tanaka et al. (2001) and Hiltunen (2003). 

Hiltunen (2003) connected elastic breaking strain to the behaviour of a running paper 

web: if that is presumed to be linearly elastic, EBS reflects the total breaking strain of 

the web. Uesaka and Ferahi (1999) used EBS together with the tensile index as the most 

important representatives/causes of web breaks. By dividing tensile strength, a factor 

that is affected by fibre strength, fibre network activation and bonding (Kärenlampi 

1995, Niskanen and Kärenlampi 1998), by tensile stiffness (or the elastic modulus, 

which is mostly affected by the strength of individual fibres and network activation), it 

can be assumed that what is left reflects in-plane directional bonding, e.g. the shear 

strength of bonds, at least to some extent. In this way, EBS might reflect the proportion 

of tensile energy absorption (TEA) that the bonded areas of a fibre network can absorb 

while the network is under load. Some of the TEA is made up from the bonded areas 
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absorbing the load. Towards the end of the tensile straining cycle, the load increases to 

the extent that the bonded areas start to fail, or in a fibre network with bonds of 

sufficiently high strength, the fibres fail and break. Accordingly, the TEA is also 

affected by the level of activation in the fibre network. The percentage value of EBS is 

rather an arbitrary unit of measure, which can be used to qualitatively compare different 

paper samples.  

 

Elastic breaking strain may be a useful variable in addition to Scott bond strength or 

some other z-directional bond strength measurement to give support to the traditional 

examination of bonding. EBS gives additional information, particularly on the shear 

strength of bonds, when the network is strained in the in-plane direction.  Throughout 

the studies conducted during this thesis work, EBS results have been examined in 

parallel with the Scott bond ones (Figure 8). The factors that affect bonding positively – 

TMP fines, external fibrillation, increased swelling (internal fibrillation), wet pressing 

and free drying – have a positive effect on EBS, whereas increasing drying stress, 

straining the fibre network, i.e. increasing activation, has a negative effect on EBS. 
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Figure 8. Relationship between elastic breaking strain and Scott bond strength in test sheets of 
different furnish compositions (R² is a result of an exponential fitting function). This relationship 
is discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.1.  
  

 

Another calculated variable, in-plane tear index divided by damage width can also be 

used to shed more light on bonding in paper. It depicts the energy that is consumed in 
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fracturing the paper network per area of the fracture process zone (Hiltunen 2003) and it 

is derived according to the following formula: 

 

 widthDamage

index tear plane-In
 [J/g]  =totalB   (6) 

 

The in-plane tear (IPT) strength of paper is to a great extent related to damage width, 

and any variation in IPT work depends on the strength and length of fibres if the 

network is quite well bonded, whereas poorly bonded networks deviate from this 

correlation (Kettunen 2000). On the other hand, damage width depends mostly on the 

strength of fibres and the strength of interfibre bonds (Kettunen and Niskanen 2000b). It 

seems reasonable to conclude that in sufficiently bonded paper networks, the IPT 

index/damage width variable would reflect network bonding, or overall bonding in 

paper. In this thesis work, this bonding is named total bonding, Btotal. Similarly to EBS, 

this calculated variable can be plotted against measurable bond strength (Figure 9), and 

there seems to be some sort of relationship between that and the overall bonding. Since 

Scott bond measures the z-directional bond strength, and Btotal reflects both that and in-

plane directional bonding, the relationship cannot be expected to be linear, although in 

Figure 9, kraft sheets display a fairly linear relationship. As can be seen from Figure 9, 

several process and raw material variables affect the two kinds of bonding differently.  
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Figure 9. Relationship between overall bonding (IPT index/Damage width, J/g) and Scott bond 
strength in the different test points of this thesis work. 
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4 RESULTS  

4.1 Bonding and activation in paper  

 

Increasing the kraft pulp content of the TMP-based test sheets increased their bond 

strength to some extent, but the effect is inconsistent (Figure 10). Similarly, extending 

the beating time of kraft in 100 % kraft sheets increased bond strength very 

significantly, although the biggest increase takes place already at very small increase in 

beating intensity. There are no statistically significant differences between sheets dried 

in the two different drying manners, neither in the kraft content series nor in the beating 

series. The bond strength in kraft is clearly improved with starch addition. The biggest 

increase takes place already with the lowers starch dosage, and increasing the dosage 

influences bond strength only slightly, especially in the sheets dried restrictedly. The 

difference between freely and restrictedly dried sheets is also quite large in the starch-

containing sheets: allowing the fibre network to shrink freely during drying increases 

bond strength significantly more. 
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Figure 10. Effect of kraft content (in TMP-containing sheets), beating of kraft, and cationic 
starch addition to 100% kraft furnish on z-directional bond strength of freely (grey triangles) and 
restrictedly (black circles) dried sheets.  

 

Figure 11 depicts the effect of the three different variables (increasing kraft content, 

beating and starch addition) on the tensile stiffness of test sheets. Both increasing kraft 

content and increased beating of the kraft pulp have a positive effect on tensile stiffness: 

an increase in the kraft content increases tensile stiffness linearly, independently of the 

drying manner of the sheets. The effect of beating is seen already with a very slight 

increase in beating intensity, and stronger treatment of fibres does not seem to improve 
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tensile stiffness any further. Starch addition does not have any effect on tensile stiffness. 

Restrictedly dried sheets display a significantly higher tensile stiffness level in all of the 

test points.  
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Figure 11. Effect of kraft content (in TMP-containing sheets), beating of kraft, and cationic 
starch addition to 100% kraft furnish on activation of freely (grey points) and restrictedly (black 
points) dried sheets. 

 

The relationship of bonding and activation in the kraft sheets of the preliminary test 

series can be seen in Figure 12. Beating seems to affect both bonding and activation, 

whereas starch addition improves only bonding. In the freely dried sheets, development 

of activation is not very extensive compared to the sheets where free shrinkage during 

drying was restricted.  
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Figure 12. Relationship between bonding and activation in 100 % kraft sheets treated with 
beating or cationic starch. Beating/starch addition levels are given beside the corresponding test 
points. Left: freely dried sheets, right: restrictedly dried sheets. 
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The effect of drying mode can again be seen in the behaviour of TMP sheets (Figure 

13). In the freely dried sheets, bonding is at a much higher level than in the restrictedly 

dried sheets, whereas activation behaves in the opposite manner. In the TMP sheets, the 

effect of starch addition on bonding and activation is either non-existent (restrictedly 

dried sheets) or ambiguous (freely dried sheets). Removal of fines decreases both 

bonding and activation.  
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Figure 13. Relationship between bonding and activation in 100 % TMP sheets treated with 
cationic starch and sheets made with TMP long fibres only. Starch addition levels are given 
beside the corresponding test point. Restrictedly dried sheets as squares, freely dried as circles. 

 

 

4.2 Effect of beating and drying stress on bonding and 

activation 

 

The tensile properties of sheets made from 100 % kraft are generally improved with 

increasing drying stress (Figure 14), although tensile strength increases only slightly 

when drying stress increases. Tensile stiffness, on the other hand, is affected very 

positively. All three beating levels seem to behave quite similarly, i.e. the increase in 

tensile strength or tensile stiffness is almost the same in all of the test points. Naturally, 

the higher the initial level of tensile strength/tensile stiffness, the higher the beating 

level of the kraft pulp.   
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Figure 14. Effect of beating and different drying strains on in-plane strength properties. Left: 
tensile index, and right: tensile stiffness index. Drying strain at the beginning of the drying 
increases in the direction of the arrow from -2 % to +2 %. 

 

Z-directional bond strength decreases with increasing drying stress, independent of the 

beating level of the pulp from which the sheets have been made (Figure 15). The effect 

is most drastic in the sheets made of very highly beaten pulp. A similar negative effect 

can be seen in the elastic breaking strain values of the test sheets: also the in-plane 

directional bond strength decreases with increasing drying stress. Here, the degree of 

beating does not seem to influence the extent of the decrease.  
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Figure 15. Effect of beating and different drying strains on bonding. Left: z-directional bonding 
(Scott internal bond), and right: in-plane directional bonding (elastic breaking strain) of 100 % 
kraft sheets. Drying strain at the beginning of the drying increases in the direction of the arrow 
from -2 % to +2 %. 
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Examining the relationship between bonding and activation in the test sheets (Figure 

16), it can be seen quite clearly that the overall bonding is affected negatively by 

increasing drying stress, although the extent of the decrease in bonding depends quite 

strongly on the degree of treatment that the kraft has been subjected to in beating. In the 

sheets made of very gently beaten kraft pulp, bonding almost stays at a level 

independent of the drying stress, whereas in the sheets made of more beaten pulp, the 

effect is much more drastic. Activation and its development with increasing drying 

stress do not seem to depend on the beating level.  
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Figure 16. Relationship between bonding and activation in sheets made with differently beaten 
kraft furnish. 

 

4.3 Effect of polyelectrolytes and drying on bonding and 

activation 

 

The adsorption of both high-molecular-weight (high MW) C-PAM and cross-linked 

(CL) C-PAM as different polymer complexes increases somewhat the overall tensile 

strength of the sheets (Figure 17, top figures). The effect of high-MW C-PAM seems to 

be more of a trend than a clear increase of tensile strength, although with certain 

adsorptions, there are statistically significant differences between the tensile strength 

values of untreated and adsorbed sheets, depending on the strain level in which the 

sheets were dried. C-PAM + CMC complexes seem to have the ability to increase 

tensile strength. The effect of CL C-PAM (+ A-PAM) is more pronounced, and even 

small additions of single polyelectrolytes show a statistically significant increase in 
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tensile strength. Combining cross-linked C-PAM with A-PAM to form polyelectrolyte 

complexes does not seem to increase tensile strength that much. Polyelectrolyte addition 

does not affect the tensile stiffness of the sheets significantly (Figure 17, bottom 

figures). A certain increase in tensile stiffness can be seen with all the different C-PAM 

(+ A-PAM) treatments, although there are no actual statistically significant differences 

between the treatments – the smallest C-PAM addition increases tensile stiffness as 

much as the highest complex treatment.  
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Figure 17. Effect of polyelectrolyte adsorption on in-plane strength properties of sheets dried 
under 0 % strain. Properties of sheets treated with high molecular weight C-PAM are shown on 
the left and those of sheets  treated with cross-linked C-PAM on the right.  

 

 

Both the high-molecular-weight and cross-linked C-PAM treatments increase the bond 

strength of the sheets both in the z-direction (Figure 18, top figures) and in the in-plane 

direction (Figure 18, bottom figures). Especially the complex forms of high MW C-

PAM and CMC seem to be effective in improving bonding. Drying stress affects the 
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bond strength negatively, although the decrease is statistically significant only between 

certain test points, usually between the highest and lowest strains (see Figure 7 in 

Publication II). However, certain polymer treatments seem to result in a smaller 

decrease in Scott bond strength. For example, when 1 % of high-molecular-weight C-

PAM is added, Scott bond values stay more or less unchanged regardless of the 

increasing drying stress. Similarly, the polyelectrolyte treatments have a positive effect 

on the in-plane directional bond strength (Figure 18, top figures).  
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Figure 18. Effect of polyelectrolyte adsorption on bonding in sheets dried under ‘zero’ strain, i.e. 
shrinkage during drying has been restricted. Properties of sheets treated with high-molecular- 
weight C-PAM are shown on the left and those of sheets treated with cross-linked C-PAM on 
the right. 
 

The rather drastic effect of polyelectrolyte complexes on the drying behaviour of the 

test sheets is seen in Figure 19. The relationship between bonding and activation in the 

untreated kraft-TMP sheets is linear, with activation significantly increasing and 

bonding somewhat deteriorating with increasing drying stress. This is what can be 
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expected in most sheets dried and strained similarly, with the extent of increase in 

activation and deterioration in bonding varying depending on the sheet furnish. In the 

C-PAM adsorbed sheets, a similar trend cannot be detected. The improvement in 

activation due to increasing straining of the sheets prior to drying is clearly visible in all 

of the treatments, but as for bonding, the effect of drying stress is ambiguous. For 

example, in sheets treated with 1 % of high-molecular-weight C-PAM, bonding is 

improved at first while drying stress increases. Even the higher drying stresses do not 

cause significant decreases from the initial bond strength level at -2 % of strain before 

drying. The more polyelectrolyte that is added, the less the drying stress affects the 

bonding, with the exception of the 3.5 % CL C-PAM addition: in those test points, 

bonding remains unchanged until the highest strain, which causes bonding to decrease 

significantly.  
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Figure 19. Relationship between bonding and activation in sheets treated with different 
polyelectrolyte adsorptions. Open test points represent untreated 100 % kraft sheets and 
untreated 50-50 % kraft-TMP sheets dried in the same manner as the polyelectrolyte-treated 
sheets. 

 

 

4.4 Effect of wet pressing and drying on bonding and 

activation 

 

The effect of wet pressing pressure on sheet density can be seen in Figure 20 (left). All 

three different pulps behave similarly, and the increase in density seems to occur 

already at a very small increase in wet pressing (from 0.05 MPa to 0.35 MPa). 

Changing the drying stress (or strain prior to drying) of the sheets does not have an 
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influence on density, except in sheets made of 100 % kraft pulp, for which increased 

drying stress (+2 % strain) decreases density significantly. Similarly, bond strength is 

affected positively by increasing wet pressing pressure (Figure 20, right). The biggest 

effect can be seen in 100 % TMP sheets, whose bond strength is also on a significantly 

higher level initially. The drying stress also seems to have the biggest effect on the TMP 

sheets: increasing the strain before drying decreases bond strength considerably from 

the 0% strain level, and decreasing strain to -2 % has a clear positive effect. In the two 

other types of sheet, the effect of both drying stress and wet pressing pressure is much 

smaller, and only some of the differences between different test points are statistically 

significant.  
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Figure 20. Development of apparent sheet density (left) and z-directional bond strength (right) 
with increasing wet pressing pressure and drying stress. The bigger, black markers depict 0 % 
strain before drying; open markers -2 %, and grey markers +2 %. 

 

All in all, wet pressing pressure seems to have a positive effect on the tensile strength of 

the test sheets (Figure 21). The effect is clearest in the kraft sheets, in  which tensile 

strength increases linearly, up to a point, with increasing wet pressing pressure, 

although there are no statistically significant differences between any other test points 

than the lowest and highest wet pressing pressures (in sheets strained with +2 % and     

0 % stretches prior to drying). Increasing drying stress also affects tensile strength 

positively. The variation in tensile strength in all of the test points is quite large. In the 

sheets made of 100 % TMP, the effect of wet pressing pressure is somewhat ambiguous, 

but the effect of drying stress can be seen quite clearly.  
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Figure 21. Tensile strength of different test points. 

 

The combined effect of wet pressing pressure and drying stress on both bonding and 

activation can be seen in Figure 22. The influence of wet pressing pressure on bonding 

is especially clear with TMP sheets: the higher the pressure, the higher the overall 

bonding in the test sheets. Especially the two highest wet pressing pressures used (1.0 

and 1.3 MPa increase bonding significantly). Activation, represented in Figure 22 by 

tensile stiffness index, is not affected by wet pressing. Instead, increasing drying stress 

affects activation to some extent, and its effect on bonding is also very clear (negative).  

 

Similarly, in kraft sheets (Figure 22, right), drying stress has a clear positive effect on 

activation at all of the different levels of wet pressing pressure, and a slightly negative 

effect on bonding as well. The effect of wet pressing pressure is less clear: bonding is 

not changed much when wet pressing pressure increases. Instead, wet pressing pressure 

seems to affect activation slightly: the tensile stiffness index of sheets pressed with the 

three higher pressures (0.7 – 1.3 MPa) is about 20 % higher than that of the sheets 

pressed with 0.05 and 0.35 MPa.  
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Figure 22. Relationship between bonding and activation for TMP (left) and kraft sheets (right). 
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4.5 Effect of TMP fines on bonding and activation 

 

At lower bond strengths, the fracture process breaks up bonds and the fracture can 

proceed further into the fibre network. As the bond strength increases, the energy used 

by the fracture process changes gradually from bond breakage to fibre failure, as strong 

bonds are able to withstand more energy. Hence, the fracture process halts earlier 

without proceeding further into the network. This change can be seen in the relationship 

between Scott bond values and IPT index/damage width values (Figure 23). The 

relationship is linear at relatively low fines contents, i.e. the energy used by the fracture 

process is linearly proportional to bond strength, but as the bond strength increases, 

fracture energy is used up in other phenomena than bond breakage.  
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Figure 23. Relationship between z-directional bonding (Scott bond strength) and overall 
bonding (in-plane tear strength divided by damage width). 

 

The relationship between bonding and activation can be observed in Figure 24. Ideally, 

one would expect a fairly linear relationship between the two characteristics: with 

increasing drying stress, activation increases and bonding deteriorates, and the extent of 

the change depends on the shrinkage potential of fibres and the network (activation) and 

initial bonding potential of the fibres (bonding). In these sheets, however, the 

relationship is different. In the sheets made from unfractionated TMP, bonding does 

deteriorate somewhat with increasing drying stress, but activation is not improved at all.  

In the sheets made from different mixtures of long fibres and fines, the relationship is 

drastically different. First, activation increases significantly as drying stress caused by 

wet straining increases. Also, the increase in fines content clearly contributes to 
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activation. Furthermore, the more fines the sheets contains, the higher the level of 

activation seems to be (dashed lines in Figure 24). On the other hand, bonding does not 

deteriorate with increasing drying stress, and the more fines the sheets contain, the 

better the overall bonding gets (light arrows in Figure 24).  
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Figure 24. Relationship between bonding and activation. 

 

4.6 Effect of sheet moisture content at straining on the final 

properties of paper 

 

Activation is increased by increasing drying stress independent of the solids content at 

which the straining is performed (Figures 25 and 26). The increase in activation is 

highest in the sheets made of kraft pulp (Figure 25). The beating level does not seem to 

have any major effect on how much the tensile stiffness increases, although sheets made 

from highly beaten kraft pulp display a higher level of tensile stiffness than lightly 

beaten kraft sheets. Straining of the sheets at higher solids contents (>50 %) seems to 

cause somewhat more activation in the kraft pulp sheets. In the kraft pulp and TMP 

mixture sheets (Figure 26), the increase in activation also behaves linearly.  

 

Bonding decreases linearly with increasing straining in most of the test sheets (Figures 

25-26). The decrease is most drastic in sheets made from highly beaten pulp (Figure 25, 

right), and these sheets behave somewhat differently in straining, compared to the 

sheets made from very mildly beaten kraft pulp (Figure 25, left). There is a significant 
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difference in bonding between the sheets strained prior to drying at a solids content of 

35 % and those strained at higher solids contents during drying. Sheets that were 

strained prior to drying exhibit a linear decrease in bonding, whereas in the sheets 

strained at higher solids contents, bonding remains at a comparatively low level. The 

straining itself does not cause so much damage to the bonds, once they have reached a 

more or less finished, solid structure (that is, in the test sheets strained at solids contents 

higher than 49 %). As can be seen in Figures 25 and 26, bonding remains quite stable, 

independent of the amount of strain introduced into the sheets, although the bonding is 

considerably poorer.  
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Figure 25. Relationship between bonding and activation in sheets made from kraft pulp beaten 
for 8 minutes (left) and 40 minutes (right). The sheets were strained at different solids contents 
in order to introduce drying stress into the fibre network at different stages. 

 

Sheets made from TMP and a mixture of kraft pulp and TMP and strained at different 

solids contents display similar differences in bond strength (Figure 26). In terms of 

bonding and bond behaviour in drying, these two types of pulp (TMP and kraft) appear 

to behave somewhat differently. In the mixture sheets, there is no significant bond 

deterioration at any of the different solids contents. However, in the TMP sheets, bond 

strength apparently has not developed properly until the highest solids content (55 %).  
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Figure 26. Relationship between bonding and activation in sheets made from 100 % TMP (left) 
and a 50-50 % mixture of kraft and TMP (right). The sheets were strained at different solids 
contents in order to introduce drying stress into the fibre network at different stages. 
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5 DISCUSSION 

5.1 Applicability of mechanical property tests for examining 

bonding and activation 

 

During the different test series, cause-effect relationships between the different paper 

(strength) properties and bonding/activation were closely investigated. The following 

tables were formulated to describe schematically the relationships between different 

strength properties and bonding and activation (Tables 5 and 6). These tables can be 

utilised in clarifying the effects of for example drying, beating or different fibre surface 

treatments on bonding and activation. Different strength property pairs and 

combinations, such as in-plane tear strength and damage width or tensile strength and 

density, can then be used to further contemplate the phenomena. The tables, when 

correctly modified, are applicable to all possible variations of processes (beating, wet 

pressing, drying) and raw materials (type of pulp, amount of fines, additives, fibre 

surface treatments). 

 
Table 5. Presumed relationships between paper properties and interfibre bonding or fibre 
segment activation in sheets made from kraft pulp. Activation is divided into two different 
categories: in one, activation is increased through increasing fibre swelling and in the other, by 
increased straining during drying. Key: + means positive correlation, - negative and 0 no 
significant effect. The number of signs indicates the strength of the correlation). 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Property 
Interfibre bonding 

conventional dry 
strength additives 

Fibre segment activation 
fibre swelling                         drying 

 (e.g. low-intensity beating)            stress 

density 0 ++ 0 

tensile strength ++ ++ ++ 

elastic modulus 0 or + ++(+) +++ 

elastic breaking strain ++ + -- 

z-directional strength +++ ++ -- 

in-plane tear strength + or – + or - -- 

damage width -- -- -- 
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Table 6.  Presumed relationships between mechanical pulp paper properties and interfibre 
bonding or fibre segment activation. Interfibre bonding is divided into two categories, in which 
bonding is thought to be increased either by dry strength additives or by fines. Activation is 
thought to be affected mainly by drying stress. 

 

 

Elastic breaking strain 

Of the less traditional strength properties used in this study, elastic breaking strain 

seems to reflect bonding in paper quite well (Figure 8, in Chapter 3.4.4). As can be seen 

from Figure 8, the relationship between Scott bond strength (z-directional bond 

strength) and elastic breaking strain (in-plane directional bond strength) can in principle 

be divided into two parts: 1) initially, the relationship is fairly linear and displays a 

gentler slope, and 2) after a certain bond strength level, which in this case falls quite 

naturally to a Scott bond strength of about 200 J/m², the slope of the curve starts to 

increase, which leads to an exponential overall curve for the relationship between Scott 

bond and EBS.  

 

One could deduct that below the 200 J/m² threshold, the bonding potential of the fibres 

has been ‘normal’, and for example beating of fibres affects both the bonded area (RBA, 

reflected by the shear strength of bonds, i.e. EBS) and strength of the individual bonds 

(SBS, specific bond strength, reflected by Scott bond strength) in proportion to each 

other. After the z-directional bond strength exceeds 200 J/m², Scott bond strength 

increases much more than EBS: bonding is improved first and foremost by an increase 

in SBS. In Figure 8, the test points above the 200 J/m² threshold have all been treated in 

some intensive manner (excess in fines, polyelectrolyte adsorptions, high wet pressing 

pressure, extensive beating of kraft fibres), and the samples have been allowed to shrink 

during drying. Results shown in Figure 8 suggest that elastic breaking strain may 

Property 
Interfibre bonding 

conventional dry            TMP 
strength additives           fines 

Fibre segment activation 
 

drying stress 

Density 0 ++ 0 

tensile strength + ++ +(+) 

elastic modulus 0 ++ ++ 

elastic breaking strain 0 ++ -(-) 

z-directional strength ++ +++ -- 

in-plane tear strength - ++ -- 

damage width - - + 
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represent a good additional means for examining the effect of different raw material and 

process variables on bonding. It is also easy to measure and calculate. 

 

5.2 Bonding in paper 

 

As discussed in Chapter 2, bonding is affected by a number of factors ranging from the 

properties of fibres to process variables such as wet pressing or drying stress. The 

relationship between bonding and different raw material and process variables has been 

extensively studied over the years (see for example Retulainen 1997, Lindström et al. 

2005 and Hubbe 2006 for extensive literature reviews). In this thesis, the main idea was 

to connect bonding to another phenomenon, activation, in a scientifically sound way, 

and therefore bonding has been studied in relation to different factors although most of 

these have already been examined. In most of the experiments of this thesis, drying 

stress was connected to the other variables, to provide additional insight. In the 

following, the findings are briefly reviewed.  

 

Furnish properties 

The preliminary test series already showed that both the fibre properties and furnish 

composition play an important role in interfibre bonding. For example, beating alters 

the swelling ability, flexibility, conformability and bonding potential of chemical fibres 

by creating external and internal fibrillation and fines (Robinson 1980, Page 1989, 

Niskanen 1998, Hiltunen 2003). As can be seen in Figure 10, bond strength increases 

significantly as the beating level of the kraft pulp used to make the test sheets increases. 

The same effect can also be seen in Figure 15, which also shows that increased drying 

stress seems to reduce the bonded area and even break up bonds in the sheet. Similar 

results have been published by Wahlström et al. (2000b). The decrease is most drastic 

in sheets made from highly beaten pulp, probably because the initial ‘capacity’ for 

bonding is higher than in the sheets made from less beaten kraft pulp. Beating creates 

fines material and external fibrillation and increases fibre flexibility, which all promote 

bond strength and increase the bonded area (Page 1989, Robinson 1980).  
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The same effect can also be seen when bonding is plotted against activation and the 

moisture content in which the straining of the test sheets has been done varies (Figure 

25, III, Figure 3-5). Especially in the sheets made of highly beaten kraft pulp, there is a 

significant difference in bonding between the sheets strained prior to drying at a solids 

content of 35 % and those strained at higher solids contents during drying. Sheets that 

were strained prior to drying exhibit a linear decrease in bonding, whereas in the sheets 

strained at higher solids contents, bonding remains at a comparatively low level. In the 

TMP and mixture sheets, a similar boundary-level solids content cannot be detected 

from these results (Figure 26; III, Figure 6-7). 

 

In the sheets containing more water, some of the water is situated in the bond areas, 

which are thus probably more flexible and therefore able to yield to the strain. At the 

higher solids contents, the initial ‘zero’ strain introduced to the sheets at the beginning 

of the drying procedure seems to inhibit proper bond formation. Although the sheets are 

allowed to relax at different points during drying, the structure of the bonded areas can 

no longer be repaired at this later stage. This suggests that, at a certain solids content 

level, bonds have reached their final structure. The phenomena that are most important 

for bond formation seem to take place at a critical moisture content level at which the 

Campbell effect starts to change to hydrogen bonding. According to Retulainen et al. 

(1998), this level occurs around a solids content of 50 % in kraft pulp, and it is reflected 

as a sudden increase in elastic modulus. 

 

The straining itself does not cause so much damage to the bonds, once they have 

reached a more or less finished, solid structure (that is, in the test sheets strained at 

solids contents higher than 49 %). As can be seen in Figure 26 (III, Figure 3-5), bonding 

remains quite stable, independent of the amount of strain introduced into the sheets, 

although the bonding is considerably poorer. At the strains used in these experiments, 

the bonds mostly seem to be able to withstand quite high drying stress, without being 

damaged or broken.  

 

Sheets made from TMP and a mixture of kraft pulp and TMP (Figure 26; III, Figure 6-

7) and strained at different solids contents display similar differences in bond strength. 
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However, in the TMP sheets, bond strength apparently has not developed properly until 

the highest solids content (55 %). In terms of bonding and bond behaviour in drying, 

these two types of pulp (TMP and kraft) appear to behave somewhat differently. For 

example, the mechanical fines present in the TMP and mixture sheets influence the way 

in which moisture is removed from the fibre network, affect the structure of the bonded 

area, and even out local stress concentrations in the network (Luukko 1998). In the 

mixture sheets, there is no significant bond deterioration at any of the different solids 

contents. Bond strength is probably affected favourably by the bond-contributing 

properties of both of the fibre types (i.e. by the flexibility and external fibrillation of 

kraft fibres and by the fines contained in TMP), so bonding is not impaired by 

increasing drying stress.  

 

Fines have a favourable effect on the bonding properties of paper (Retulainen 1993, 

Luukko 1999). In the test series of this thesis, the amount of TMP fines was varied in a 

TMP long-fibre base furnish. As the amount of fines increases in the test sheets, Scott 

bond strength increases significantly, displaying a linear increase (IV, Figure 5). 

However, no amount of fines together with long fibres can raise Scott bond values to 

the level of bond strength in unfractionated TMP sheets, in which the Scott bond values 

are 2-3 times higher than for any of the long fibre-fines sheets.  

 

Drying stress affects bond strength slightly negatively (Figures 23 and 24; IV, Figure 5-

8). Increased stress reduces the bonded area and even breaks up bonds in the sheet 

(reflected as decreasing sheet density). Similar results have been published by 

Wahlström et al. (2000b).When paper is strained or elongated, microscopic failures and 

even smaller-scale ruptures take place in the network. These failures affect not only the 

internal structure of paper but also fibre-to-fibre bond structures and hydrogen bonds 

which deteriorate either gradually or are destroyed altogether (Niskanen 1993). In this 

way the plastic, irreversible behaviour is governed by the microscopic failures, which 

leads to changes in local stresses in the network during drying. The stress will also 

increase as more of the paper structure breaks, and can lead to rupturing of the entire 

network. However, the decrease in Scott bond strength is not very drastic, and the 

presence of fines seems to affect the behaviour of the bonded areas within the paper 
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network, resulting in a structure able to resist the negative influence of straining prior to 

drying. This effect could arise from the changes in bond structure and changes in water 

removal from the bonded area during drying.  

 

It can be noted that drying stress does not seem to play a major role for bond strength as 

long as fines are present to help the fibre network withstand the negative effects 

introduced into the sheets by wet straining. The test sheets still contain a lot of water, 

which may be situated especially in the fines and fibrils concentrated in and around the 

bonded areas. During straining, neighbouring fibres are able to slide over each other, 

because the bonds have not yet reached a sufficiently dry, solid structure and are 

therefore able to yield to the strain. This could be a factor that prohibits activation from 

taking place during wet straining and the initial stages of drying. This would also seem 

to suggest that the fines are situated in the fibre network so that they contribute to 

bonding but do not necessarily affect moisture removal. The bond areas become solid 

finished structures quite early during drying, which enables drying stress to be 

transmitted through the network, activating free segments, but not destroying bond areas 

irreversibly. 

 

Based on the results, it can be stated that bonding clearly requires other factors than 

only fines to be efficient. Especially the z-directional strength, or delamination 

resistance, is evidently also controlled by other factors, such as external fibrillation of 

the fibres, smaller fibre material (fibrils, pieces of fibres) and flexibility of fibres 

(Nanko and Ohsawa 1989, Retulainen 1997, Luukko and Paulapuro 1999). As 

suggested in Figure 28 (in the next section, p. 72) for long fibres+fines sheets, the fines 

may be situated around the bonded area (near the corners and edges) rather than 

between the fibres inside the actual bond zone, probably because the middle fraction 

that would normally capture the fines is lacking. Therefore, fines alone cannot act as a 

glue-like material between two neighbouring fibres strengthening the bond. Even if 

there were fines between the fibres in the bond zone, the fines material alone would not 

be as good in improving bond strength as it would be together with the other smaller 

particles (not present in the furnishes these test sheets were made from). In other words, 

a bonding system consisting of fibre-fines-fibre is easier to break than a system of fibre-
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(fines+fibrils)-fibre. The importance of small, fibril-like particles was recognised by 

Luukko and Paulapuro (1999). 

 

Wet pressing 

Wet pressing condenses the sheet structure and leads to increased density (Szikla 1992). 

This increase can be witnessed in all of the test sheets of this study, independent of the 

furnish composition (Figure 20; V, Figure 3). The sheet structure is consolidated by 

fines, internal fibrillation and by the shrinkage potential and conformability of the fibres 

(Robinson 1980, Hiltunen 2003). In the TMP sheets, density is affected by fines, too, 

but since the long fibres of mechanical pulp are relatively stiff and unconformable 

(Tyrväinen 1995, Retulainen et al. 1998), density remains at a lower level. The fines do 

fill network voids between fibres, and the higher the wet pressing pressure, the more 

efficient this packing becomes, which is reflected in increasing density. The sheets 

made of a kraft-TMP mixture have the lowest density. Mixture sheets do not necessarily 

behave in an additive manner (Mohlin and Wennberg 1984). As a generalisation, it can 

be said that restricting the fibre network shrinkage during drying leads also to a less 

dense structure. This seems to happen only with the conformable kraft pulp fibres that 

have the largest shrinkage potential (hence they are prone to become more activated and 

straightened during drying). Sheets dried under higher drying stress have considerably 

lower density at 0,35 – 1,3 MPa wet pressing pressures. 

 

As density increases with increasing wet pressing pressure, also z-directional bond 

strength increases (Figure 20; V, Figure 4). Density and bond strength have been 

connected in earlier research (Retulainen and Ebeling 1993, Retulainen et al. 1998); 

improvements in bonding are caused by an increase in the relative bonded area and 

number of bonds. The effect is biggest in TMP sheets that contain a high amount of 

fines to enhance bonding. In the TMP sheets, also the effect of drying stress on bond 

strength is clearest – different strains at the beginning of drying lead to statistically 

significant differences between the test points. In the kraft sheets, increasing wet 

pressing pressure influences bond strength only slightly. Also the effect of drying stress 

is considerably smaller than in the TMP sheets. In the mixture sheets, increasing wet 
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pressing pressure improves bonding hardly at all. It may be that the properties kraft 

fibres govern the behaviour of the mixture sheet network in wet pressing. 

 

Polyelectrolyte adsorptions 

By introducing strength-enhancing additives to the papermaking furnish, bonding can 

usually be significantly improved (Robinson 1980, Retulainen 1997, Ketola and 

Andersson 1999). As can be seen in Figure 10, by adding cationic starch to a 100 % 

kraft pulp, Scott bond strength of the test sheets almost doubles in the most favourable 

case. However, starch seems to affect bonding positively only in sheets made from 

relatively highly beaten kraft pulp (Figure 12). In 100 % TMP sheets (Figure 13), starch 

addition does not have much effect on bonding in the restrictedly dried sheets. In this 

case, it might be that starch has not adsorbed properly to the fibres, and therefore is 

absent from the test sheets.  

 

By treating pulp fibres with polyelectrolyte adsorptions, bond strength can also be 

enhanced (Koljonen et al. 2003, Lindström et al. 2005). In this case, two different 

cationic polyacrylamides were used either by themselves or together with an anionic 

component (anionic polyacrylamide, carboxymethyl cellulose) to form complexes. 

Polyacrylamides have been reported to affect mostly the strength of interfibre bonds 

(Lindström et al. 2005). As can be seen in Figure 18 (II, Figures 7-8), both 

polyelectrolytes increase bond strength significantly, both in the z-direction and in the 

in-plane direction. The in-plane directional bond strength improves especially with a 

high dosage and in the complex forms (there are no significant differences between the 

three). Drying stress causes a more or less linear decrease in bonding also in the in-

plane direction (II, Figure 8), but with the polyelectrolyte treatments, the effect is 

visibly smaller, and deterioration seems to take place only with higher drying stresses. 

For example, within the 1 % C-PAM treated test points, there are no statistically 

significant differences between the different strain (drying stress) levels.  

 

All in all, the polyelectrolyte complexes seem to affect the behaviour of the bonded 

areas within the paper network, resulting in a structure able to resist the negative 
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influence of straining. This effect could arise from the changes in bond structure and 

changes in water removal from the bonded area during drying.  

 

The rather drastic effect of polyelectrolyte complexes on the drying behaviour of the 

test sheets is seen in Figure 19. The relationship between bonding and activation in the 

untreated kraft-TMP sheets is linear, with activation significantly increasing and 

bonding somewhat deteriorating with increasing drying stress. This is what can be 

expected in most sheets dried and strained similarly, with the extent of increase in 

activation and deterioration in bonding varying depending on the sheet furnish. In the 

C-PAM adsorbed sheets, a similar trend cannot be detected. The improvement in 

activation due to increasing straining of the sheets prior to drying is clearly visible in all 

of the treatments, but as for bonding, the effect of drying stress is ambiguous. For 

example, in sheets treated with 1 % of high-molecular-weight C-PAM, bonding is 

improved at first while drying stress increases. Even the higher drying stresses do not 

cause significant decreases from the initial bond strength level at -2 % (-1 % in II, 

Figure 9) of strain before drying. The more polyelectrolyte is added, the less the drying 

stress affects the bonding, with the exception of the 3,5 % CL C-PAM addition: in those 

test points, bonding remains at a level until the highest strain, which causes bonding to 

decrease significantly.  

 

The results suggest that with the right dry strength chemical or combination of 

polyelectrolyte complexes, it might be possible to counter the negative effect of drying 

stress on the bond strength of paper, and simultaneously affect the in-plane strength 

properties (activation) positively. The exact mechanisms how these polyelectrolytes 

affect bonding, bond structure and bond strength are not yet fully understood. However, 

possible explanations include that the polyelectrolytes may form some sort of flexible 

gel-like layers between fibres at the bonded areas, thus contributing directly to bond 

strength and the behaviour of bonds in drying. Also, interaction between the 

polyelectrolytes and fines, especially those of the TMP, might in part explain the 

findings. A considerable part of the polyelectrolytes may actually be adsorbed onto 

fines instead of fibre surfaces, since the free surface area of fines is extremely large 

(Retulainen et al. 1998). The fines then become more readily retained in the test sheets. 
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The positive effect of fines on paper strength and especially bond strength has been 

widely reported, for example by Retulainen (1997) and Luukko (1999, 2000). The 

factors affecting bonding and their relationships are presented in Figure 27.  

 

 

Figure 27. Different factors affecting bonding. 

 

5.3 Activation in paper 

 

The straightening of initially slack fibre segments leads to an increase in the elastic 

modulus of the paper web, as has been reported earlier by Htun (1980). The tensile 

properties of paper are generally improved by increased drying stress. Especially the 

elastic modulus is favourably affected (Htun and DeRuvo 1978, Wahlström et al. 

2000b, Zhang et al. 2001). Tensile stiffness values five times the original can be 

reached with increasing strain (Wahlström 1999).  

 

Fibre segment activation (or the elastic modulus of dry paper) is also affected by fibre 

properties, but the drying strategy plays a significant role for its development (Htun 1980, 

Zhang et al. 2001). In most sheets, activation increases linearly with increasing drying 

stress. During wet straining of paper, fibre segments become permanently elongated, and 

if the straining of paper is relatively small, i.e. not extensive enough to cause network 
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failure, initially unloaded non-bonded fibre segments become activated as the segment 

lengths stretch and bonded areas rupture around them (Niskanen 1993).  

 

Beating of kraft pulp does not seem to have much influence on the extent of improvement 

in activation (Figures 14 and 16), even though the fibres should have different swelling 

properties due to their different beating levels. In TMP sheets, the overall extent of 

activation is rather small, and in the kraft pulp and TMP mixture sheets, the properties of 

kraft fibres seem to govern activation (III, Figure 7).  

 

Activation is increased by increasing drying stress independent of the solids content at 

which the straining is performed (Figures 25 and 26; III Figure 3-7). The increase in 

activation is highest in the sheets made from kraft pulp. The beating level does not seem 

to have any major effect on how much the tensile stiffness increases, although sheets 

made of highly beaten kraft pulp display a higher level of tensile stiffness than 

moderately or lightly beaten kraft sheets. Beating contributes favourably to the fibre 

properties significant for activation: fibre swelling, flexibility and bonding capacity 

(Hiltunen 2003). Straining of the sheets at higher solids contents (>50 %) seems to 

cause somewhat more activation in the kraft pulp sheets.  

 

In the kraft pulp-TMP mixture sheets (Figure 26; III, Figure 7), the increase in 

activation also behaves linearly, probably because the properties of kraft fibres 

contribute more to the network than those of the TMP fibres. One possible explanation 

for the activation behaviour of highly beaten fibres is that flexible fibres are more 

conformable and hence able to wrap around each other in bonding. In this way, the free 

segments of flexible fibres may also be slacker and less straight after wet pressing, and 

thus have greater potential for activation as straining of the sheets prior to drying 

reduces their slackness. In TMP fibres the slackness of free segments is probably much 

less pronounced, since they are generally stiff and have poorer swelling ability 

(Tyrväinen 1993). 

 

An exception from the expected activation behaviour can be seen in TMP sheets 

strained prior to drying at solids contents of ~ 30 % (Figure 26). The test sheets still 
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contain a lot of water, which may be situated especially in the fines material 

concentrated around bonded areas. During straining, neighbouring fibres are able to 

slide over each other, because bonds have not yet reached a sufficiently dry, solid 

structure and therefore yield to the strain. This is also suggested by the bonding 

behaviour. At higher solids contents, the response of activation to straining seems to 

follow the normal linear trend, although the extent of activation is much lower than in 

the sheets made from kraft pulp or a mixture of kraft pulp and TMP. This is explained 

by the lower swelling ability of the TMP sheets and also by the lower bond strength 

(there are less bonds and the bonds are weaker between stiff TMP fibres). Interestingly, 

other results obtained during these test series also suggest that the fines present in TMP 

sheets may contribute to activation more than what has been assumed previously. 

 

Activation is not much affected by wet pressing, at least not in the TMP sheets (Figure 

22, V, Figure 6). Wet pressing cannot probably affect the initially stiff, sticklike TMP 

long fibres favourable, as may be the case in the kraft sheets and their activation 

behaviour (Figure 22; V, Figure 7). Also in the wet pressing test series, activation is 

increased with increasing drying stress. Especially in the kraft sheet, the load-bearing 

capacity of the fibre network is extensive (Figure 22). Wet pressing seems to have an 

effect also on the development of drying stress during drying (Figure 2 in Appendix 1;  

V, Figure 2). Both the type of pulp and the level of the initial strain subjected to the 

sheets prior to drying influence this development; the highest drying stresses are 

witnessed in sheets made from kraft pulp.  

 

As has been explained before, the properties of chemical pulp fibres (shrinkage 

potential, flexibility) are favourable for drying stress development – and activation 

(Giertz and Lobben 1967, Page 1989, Hiltunen et al. 1998). The effect of wet pressing 

is more difficult to explain, but it might arise from the changes in bonding it brings 

about. Because of the larger bonded areas and increased number of bonds the length of 

free fibre segments may decrease. In this way, the drying stress that starts to develop at 

the bonded areas increases not only because there are more and larger bonds but also 

because the stress can be more easily transferred throughout the fibre network.  
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Increasing the amount of fines in the furnish also leads to increased tensile stiffness and 

activation (Figure 24, IV Figures 3 and 8). Tensile stiffness increases linearly up to a 

fines content of 20 %, after which the effect levels off. Also the effect of drying stress 

can be seen clearly. When the sheets are strained more at the beginning of the drying 

procedure, tensile stiffness increases considerably. The positive effect of drying stress 

on tensile stiffness/activation has been recognised in earlier studies, for example by 

Htun (1980), who reported that the straightening of initially slack fibre segments leads 

to an increase in the elastic modulus of the paper web. Tensile stiffness values five 

times the original can be reached with increasing strain (Wahlström 1999).  

 

One possible explanation for the mechanism in which fines affect activation is presented 

in Figure 28. Fines are deposited in the fibre network near the bonded areas and their 

corners in such a way that the effective length of free segments shortens, making them 

‘easier’ to activate. The characteristics of fines may also explain their working 

mechanism: mechanical fines influence the way in which moisture is removed from the 

fibre network, affect the structure of the bonded area and even out local stress 

concentrations in the network (Luukko 1999).  
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Figure 28. A schematic illustration of how TMP fines contribute to bonding (mostly in the in-
plane direction) by settling in the corners of bonded areas; and to activation by decreasing the 
effective length of free segments between interfibre bonds. 
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The increase in final drying stress with an increasing amount of fines can be seen in 

Figure 2 of Appendix 1 (IV, Figure 1). Fines have a greater shrinkage potential, which 

leads to greater stress, forcing the free segments to straighten and activate during 

drying. A similar explanation was provided by Sirviö et al. (2003). Furthermore, fines 

affect sheet consolidation positively (Retulainen et al. 1993 and 1998). Densification of 

the sheet structure arises from an increase the number of bonds, which could also result 

in shortening of free fibre segments, making them more prone to activation. All the 

relationships between different factors and the way they affect activation are presented 

in Figure 29.  

 

 

Figure 29. The different factors affecting activation. 
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6 CONCLUSIONS 

 

Interfibre bonding and fibre segment activation are affected by a number of factors in 

the papermaking process and in raw materials. Among these, three different treatments 

and furnishes were examined in this thesis work: beating of chemical pulp; fines 

material of mechanical (TMP) pulp; and fibre surface modification by polyelectrolyte 

adsorption. In addition, drying stress, wet pressing pressure, and the solids content at 

which straining of the sheets were performed during drying were examined in 

connection with paper strength, and bonding and activation.  

 

Generally speaking, bonding and activation can be relatively easily connected to 

different paper strength properties. In this way, the two phenomena can be examined at 

least in a qualitative manner. Drying experiments provided a valuable way to investigate 

bonding and activation further. Bonding can be measured quantitatively to a certain 

extent by using different z-directional measuring techniques, but it should be kept in 

mind that these measurements tend to be affected also by other factors than just the 

strength of bonds within a fibre network. Quantitative analysis of fibre segment 

activation is not possible with traditional paper strength measurements. Elastic modulus 

or tensile stiffness measured from a fibre network provides a sufficiently accurate way 

of examining activation. As a result, at least the differences between different pulp fibre 

types and the effect of processes on activation can be qualified.  

 

Interfibre bonding 

All in all, the tests performed in this thesis work confirmed what has already been 

established about bonding and bond strength: raw material parameters such as the type 

of fibre (chemical pulp – mechanical pulp), fibre treatments (beating of chemical pulp, 

polyelectrolyte adsorptions), pulp properties (fines content, furnish components); and 

process parameters such as wet pressing and drying all play a significant role in bonding 

and bond development. Unbeaten or very slightly beaten chemical pulp has relatively 

low bond strength, but treating the initially unconformable and poorly swelling fibres 

further by beating brings about properties that are favourable for bonding, i.e., external 
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fibrillation and fines creation, and internal fibrillation which affects swelling ability, 

conformability and flexibility positively in relation to bonding.  

 

The bonding potential of mechanical (TMP) pulp fibres as such is not very good, but the 

presence of different fines greatly enhances bonding in paper made from TMP. Fines 

increase the density of the fibre network by increasing the number of bonds, by 

strengthening the bond structures and by increasing the bonded area in the network. 

Fines also seem to affect water removal in drying, hence influencing the development 

and behaviour of bonds in drying. TMP sheets stretched at the beginning of drying seem 

to be able to withstand straining to some extent, possibly because of fines acting like 

elastic glue between neighbouring fibres so that the bonded area can absorb more of the 

load caused by drying shrinkage transmitted through the fibre network.  

 

Strength-enhancing additives such as cationic starch are often used to increase the 

strength and area of bonds. In this work, also polyelectrolytes and their complexes were 

used as dry-strength additives. As could be expected, the different cationic 

polyacrylamides affected bonding positively, but more importantly, it seems that certain 

polyelectrolytes and their complexes may have the ability to change the relationship 

between bonding and activation, and may affect the behaviour of paper during drying. 

The mechanism in which the polyelectrolytes act is not yet very clear, but the results 

suggest that they too act like a sort of glue that is able to stretch and recover during 

drying and straining of paper.  

 

Based on the results of different test series, certain observations on bonding can be made. 

First, the essential phenomena for bond formation seem to take place at a solids content 

somewhere under 50 %, independent of the sheet’s composition. After some kind of 

boundary solids content, the bonds reach their final structure and cannot be repaired if 

they are damaged, even if the drying stress is removed from the network. Second, factors 

such as internal and external fibrillation, fines, fibre swelling, increased flexibility and 

strength-increasing polymers contribute strongly to the initial bonding potential of fibres. 

The benefits brought by beating, fines or other variables affecting directly the structure 

and strength of bonds seem to be extensively and negatively affected by drying stress.  
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Fibre segment activation  

Fibre segment activation is also affected by fibre properties such as internal fibrillation 

(swelling ability or shrinkage potential), fibre strength, and the conformability and 

collapsibility of the fibres. Naturally, activation also requires sufficient bonding and bond 

strength, since the development of drying stress commences at bonded areas where the 

lateral shrinkage of fibres is transmitted to axial shrinkage of the neighbouring fibres. 

However, the drying strategy plays a major role for its development. In most sheets, 

activation increases linearly with increasing drying stress. Beating of kraft pulp does not 

seem to have much influence on the increase in activation, even though the fibres should 

have different swelling properties due to their different beating levels. Only the level of 

initial activation potential seems to be affected by beating. In TMP sheets, the overall 

extent of activation is rather small, which can be explained by the poor swelling ability 

and conformability of mechanical pulp fibres.  

 

As a new finding, it was discovered that TMP fines seem to have a significant effect on 

the activation of a mechanical pulp fibre network. The effect of fines on tensile 

stiffness, or is considerable. Based on the results of this work, an explanation of the 

mechanism in which fines influence activation is put forward: fines are situated near the 

corners of the bonded areas rather than inside the bonding zone between two fibres. In 

this way, the effective length of the free, unbonded fibre segments shortens, making 

them easier to activate. Fines also have greater shrinkage potential, which during drying 

increases the stress caused by shrinking bonded areas which is then transmitted to the 

axis of the fibres, pulling the free segments straight.  

 

Wet pressing seems to have an effect on the development of drying stress during drying. 

Both the type of pulp and the level of the initial strain subjected to the sheets prior to 

drying influence this development. The highest drying stresses are witnessed in sheets 

made from kraft pulp. As has been explained before, the properties of chemical pulp 

fibres (shrinkage potential, flexibility) are favourable for drying stress development – 

and activation. Wet pressing also seems to affect activation to a certain extent, although 

this can be witnessed in sheets made of kraft pulp only. This might arise from the 

changes in bonding that wet pressing brings about: larger bonded areas and an increase 
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in the number of bonds may mean that the length of free fibre segments decreases. In 

this way, the drying stress that starts to develop at the bonded areas not only increases 

because there are more and larger bonds but also because the stress can be more easily 

transferred throughout the fibre network. Larger bonded areas also develop higher 

shrinkage forces which are then transmitted to the segments activating them efficiently.   

 

Both bonding and activation have been established as essential factors governing the 

mechanical properties of paper, and both phenomena influence the behaviour of paper 

web on a paper machine. By understanding the mechanisms in which the paper network 

structure and its basic phenomena (bonding and activation) contribute to paper strength 

– runnability on the paper machine and in converting and printing, as well as the 

mechanical properties of the final end product – it is possible to control the changes that 

raw material and process variables bring about in the papermaking process.  

 

Recommendations for future work 

- According to the findings of this work, different factors seem to affect the 

development of drying stress during drying. More detailed drying experiments are 

needed to examine this development and the way how it is affected by different 

variables such as beating, fibre type, fines and filler content of furnish, dry/wet 

strength additives and solids content development. Major methodological work has 

already been conducted towards this goal in a recent Master of Science thesis (Saari 

2006).  

 

- Modifying the surface properties of fibres by polyelectrolyte adsorptions showed 

promising effects on the relationship between bonding and activation development 

during drying. The additions used in the test series were relatively large, and as 

stated above, the drying process itself could not be examined in detail. It would be 

beneficial to investigate drying and drying stress development more closely and also 

to engineer polyelectrolytes with specific properties. In this way it might be easier to 

explain and clarify the mechanisms in which different polymers act in enhancing 

paper strength. Designing more accurate drying experiments would also enable 

investigation of solids contents and strains in which a particular polymer works best 
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to increase or maintain strength properties. Tailored polymers and additions more 

feasible to commercial papermaking should also be tested. 

 

- The pulps and pulp treatments, as well as the drying procedures used in this work 

are quite far removed from the actual papermaking environment. It would be 

beneficial to perform similar analyses for commercial paper grades, and also try and 

simulate the papermaking process more closely in laboratory scale. For example, 

chemical pulp could be refined rather than beaten in a Valley beater in order to reach 

a more realistic effect on the fibres. Instead of using isotropic handsheets, oriented 

sheets could be used. Orientation of fibres within the network plays a major role in 

drying stress development. Fillers and other furnish components should also be 

varied, and the effect of z-directional variations in the furnish composition 

examined. 

 

- The drying experiments performed in this thesis work were fairly simple and they 

were designed mainly to achieve different levels of final drying stresses in order to 

see how they affected paper properties. Designing more detailed drying procedures 

based on the conditions on paper machines would be very beneficial. For example, it 

would be worthwhile investigating how the properties of dry paper are affected by 

straining the network or letting the network relax in a certain moisture content 

similar to those at the open draws on a paper machine.  

 

- The effect of fines, in both mechanical and chemical pulp, on bonding and activation 

as well as the behaviour of paper in drying should be looked at more closely. In this 

work, it was found out that TMP fines influence activation quite extensively. The 

findings suggest that controlling the amount and type of fines in a furnish, for 

example by fractionation, raw material selection, pulping process conditions and 

refining is quite important. This might also provide a relatively cheap way of 

improving the runnability and end properties of paper. With further investigations 

into how fines-containing paper networks behave in different drying modes, the 

potential of fines to improve strength properties could be more easily utilised. 
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APPENDIX 1. Final (maximum) drying stresses of the test sheets in different test series.
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